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Ashlock (1975) identified career education descriptive
factors as related to eight content areas of the Theory and
Practicum II program at Oregon State University.

Based on

this research and the research literature, a Career Education Competency-Based Instructional Model was devised.

By

modifying the curriculum, this career education conceptual
model for preservice education students was implemented
through the on-campus Theory and Practicum II program at
Oregon State University during the Fall 1976 quarter.

The

effectiveness of the instructional model was evaluated by a
career education instrument.
Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine if a Career
Education Competency-Based Instructional Model designed for
the on-campus portion of the Theory and Practicum II program
in the School of Education at Oregon State University would

produce a significant increase in student's conception of
career education following the use of the model.

The study

employed an analysis of covariance (pretest-posttest)
design.

The following null hypothesis was tested:
H0:

There is no significant difference between
the mean scores of the treatment and comparison groups.
Procedures

To measure the effects of the treatment, a Career
Education Competency-Based Instructional Model, the investigation utilized a pretest-posttest design consisting of a
treatment and a comparison group.

The pretest-posttest

scores were obtained by a seventy-two item career education
instrument developed by Ashlock (1975).

An analysis of

covariance, which utilized the F statistic, was used to
analyze the data.

For a determination of significant dif-

ferences, the critical F ratio was established with 1, 65
degrees of freedom (df) and alpha = .05 at 4.00.
Conclusions

Based on the significant differences among the
The two
mean scores, the hypothesis was rejected.
groups did not agree in their assessment of the
level of importance of career education descriptive factors.
There was a significant increase in mean scores by
the treatment group as compared to the comparison
group.

The treatment group gained significantly from pretest to posttest, whereas the comparison group did
not gain significantly.
Based on the review of literature, career education has not been an integral part of teacher
education.
Implications

Most potential teachers do not have a conceptual
base for career education as a teaching-learning
process.
Students in the comparison group of the study, as
compared to students in the treatment group, did
not conceptually develop the career education
concept.
Students in the treatment group of the study, as
compared to students in the comparison group,
showed conceptual development of the career education concept.
The Career Education Competency-Based Instructional Model can serve as an effective input in
the development of teacher education curriculum
for the learning of career education concepts.
The career education instrument is an effective
device for measuring students' knowledge of
career education.
Most current teacher education curriculums do not
provide fundamental knowledge in career education
to preservice teachers.
Recommendations

It is recommended that further studies investigate
career education instruction beginning in the
field portion, continuing through the on-campus
portion of Theory and Practicum II, with further
expansion of the concept occurring in Theory and
Practicum III and IV.
Longitudinal studies are recommended that would
investigate the nature of the impact teachers,

who have received preservice career education
training, have on students in K-12 schools.
It is recommended that further studies investigate
the affective domain effected by the use of the
instructional model.
It is recommended that further studies investigate
the career education concept in a multicultural/
economic setting.
It is recommended that collaborative efforts between university and school district personnel
occur to insure comparative career education
teacher training.
It is recommended that this study be replicated to
validate findings.
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A CAREER EDUCATION COMPETENCY-BASED
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
I.

INTRODUCTION

Need for the Study
Hoyt (1973) stated:

As a set of concepts new to the experience of most
classroom teachers and almost totally foreign to the
training provided prospective teachers in most colleges of education, career education can expect to
make little progress without a major reform of preservice education practices and a massive in-service
training effort.
(p. 155)
Career education, an educational concept that evolved
as a response to individual and societal education needs, is
receiving attention and public endorsement nationwide.
is based, according to Hansen (1975), on:

It

(1) a rational

educational movement which is seeking to improve the human
condition, especially with regard to the way the individual
interacts with the work environment;

(2) a convergence of

several historical trends in American education -- of vocational education, vocational guidance and career development -- leading to a more humanistic curriculum;

(3) the

idea of helping each individual student discover his or her
possibilities for finding out who he or she is in relation
to society.

Hansen pointed out that career education is

essentially built on a solid rationale and a conceptual
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framework of human development and career development.

It

is viewed as a means of humanizing the school environments

TenPas (1973) added the notion that career education is the
"vehicle" which focuses on education as being a lifelong
process, not merely restricted to formal schooling and
adding concepts such as community.

In particular he

addressed the prime role of career education as bringing together the vocational and academic disciplines in the community settings
However, Hoyt (l975d) declared, "No call for educa-

tional reform can result in long-term change unless that
call is heared and endorsed by our teacher training institutions" (p. 299).

Hansen (l973b) reported that while

there has been considerable activity in in-service education
in career education, the amount of effort in preservice
programs has been minimal.

She suggested that in view of

the lack of any comprehensive preservice models, teacher
education institutions have a unique opportunity to develop
their own.

Later in 1974 McKinney concluded that, in spite

of the fact that career education had definitely entered
the threshold of the educational system, relatively little
had been done beyond some preliminary planning at teacher
training institutions.

Even (1975) warned that in the

light of national, state, and local emphasis, career education is a force that higher education can no longer afford
to ignore.

The GAO report (1976) recommended to the
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Secretary of the DHEW to increase efforts to include career
education in teacher training programs at colleges and
universities because of the lack of continuity existing
between teacher training institutions and local school districts.

This report supported much of what Ottina (1973)

advocated when he noted:

By working with the deans and professors in
schools of education, we have tried to incorporate
career education into the undergraduate preparatory of student teachers so they will not need
inservice training later.
(p. 86)
Taylor (1975) challenged educators when he stated,
"Perhaps no greater challenge exists for colleges of education than to confront the problems and issues concerning
educational purposes.
need"

(p. 31).

Career education accentuates this

Micheels (1973) viewed the career education

movement creating a ground swell of activity at every educational level, thus reflecting a temper of the times.

He

went on to comment:

Higher education cannot remain aloof from these
new realities. It is in this sense that each
college ought to examine, decide and define how
career education can stimulate renewal efforts
and become an integral part of an evolving mis(p. 153)
sion on each campus.
Fite (1973) referred to three aspects of the problem confronting higher education:

(1) the relationships between

higher education and the secondary education schools;
(2) the development and emphasis of career education in
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colleges and universities; and (3)

the training of personnel

to carry out the continuing tasks of career education,
particularly in programs of teacher education.

Keller

(1973) noted that one of the facts implicit in any person-

nel development plan is that "preservice educational reform
will be necessary to maintain and support local educational
efforts" (p

186)

And Halverson (1973) succinctly clarified the need for
concomitant in-service and preservice career education
training when he pointed out:

It would be ironic if career education were to
meet with initial success in the schools primarily because of an intensive in-service program,
only to find new and young teachers emerging from
teacher training institutions unequipped to work
in the field of career education.
(p. 112)
Though the career education concept calls upon "schools of
education to develop new educational paradigms, along with
new instructional strategies which put emphasis upon what
individuals can do and how they perform as a result of
their education" (Goidhammer, 1972, p. 6), it has been

practically ignored by teacher training institutions.
Previous to this study, researchers at Oregon State
University developed a base for the infusion of career
education concepts into the Theory and Practicum II
teacher education program.

Ashlock (1975) identified

career education concepts to be used in a teacher education
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model.

Swinney (1975) developed a multimedia career educa-

tion component.

This study, through the examining of the career education concept and its implications for university training
of teachers, developed and implemented a Career Education
Competency-Based Instructional Model.

The Instructional

Model was presented in the Theory and Practicum teacher
education program at Oregon State University.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine if a Career
Education Competency-Based Model of Instruction designed
for the on-campus portion of the Theory and Practicum II
program in the School of Education at Oregon State University would produce a significant increase in student's conception of career education following the use of the model.
The study employed an analysis of covariance (pretestposttest) design.

The instrument used to evaluate the instructional
model was a survey-questionnaire consisting of seventy-two
career education descriptive factors.

The survey question-

naire was used to attain pretest-posttest scores from two
randomly selected groups representing on-campus Theory and
Practicum II students.

An analysis of covariance design,

using the F statistic, was employed in the investigation.
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Hypothesis
The design of the study tested one major hypothesis:
H0:

The

There is no significant difference between
the mean scores of the treatment and comparison groups.

function

of the testing was to determine whether

or not the two group mean scores differed significantly in
terms of the effect of the treatment on the level of importance of career education descriptive factors.

Assumptions of the Study
The researcher recognized the following assumptions
concerning the study:
Knowledge of career education concepts is important in the professional education program.

Although the cognitive and affective domains of
human intellectual behavior are interwoven and
overlapping, a studentts behavior in the cognitive domain could be evaluated.
The career education concept is measurable and
definable. Respondents are able to know differences.
All participants honestly reported information
requested of them within the limits of their
individual perceptions.
The evaluative tool used in this study measured
what it proposed to measure; it was a valid
evaluation of career education knowledge as
developed by Ashlock (1975).
The students in the study were a representative
sample of students in the Theory and Practicum II
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program of teacher education at Oregon State
University.
The population size in each group was adequate
for this type of research.
The Oregon State University registration system
is based on randomized selection procedure.
Limitations of the Study
There was no comparison to other teacher education
programs. This study developed and integrated a
career education instructional model in terms of
the existing Ed 311 teacher education program at
Oregon State University.
Career education concepts comprising the instructional model were derived from the literature.
The criteria for selection centered on:
(a)
"internal coherency" with regard to a developmental career education training program, and
(b) "integrative consistency" in terms of the
existing teacher education program (Even, 1975).
The impersonalness, incompleteness and lack of
understanding the questionnaire utilized in the
study, were recognized as imposing limitations on
the data of the study.
Being a dynamic, contemporary educational thrust,
career education is a fluid concept.
This study,
therefore, was limited to an examination of published materials and comments by selected consultants.
Delimitations of the Study
This study was to develop a conceptual framework and
model for career education instruction in the eight primary
areas of the Ed 311 teacher education program at Oregon
State University during the Fall 1976 term.
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On the basis of the literature reviewed plus interviews with career education experts in the field, career
education components for integration were designed by
Ashlock's study (1975)

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, terms were defined as
follows:

ANOCOVA (Analysis of Covariance) : is a statistical technique which combines the concepts of analysis of variance and regression to handle situations where the researcher cannot completely control all of the variables
of the study (Courtney and Sedgwick, 1972).

Career Education: Career educatici is not easy to define;
definitions vary with the definer. As an evolving
concept, the meaning of the term "career education"
has undergone considerable change during the five
years since Sidney Marland, Jr. first used it when he
It
served as Commissioner of Education in the USOE.
will undoubtedly contInue to change.
"As the concept
matures, it seems inevitable that it will be put into
broader perspective" (Hoyt, 1976). For the purpose
of this study, career education is defined as a method
or process of teaching, designed to facilitate learning.
It calls for a reordering and restructuring of
the curriculum to provide a continuum of experiences
designed to assist students to function effectively
in their various life roles (e0g. family, aesthetic,
learner, producer, consumer, citizen). It is that
aspect of individual development which focuses upon
life roles education seeking to enhance and show
relationships of the life roles. It includes careers
awareness in the elementary grades, prespecialization
in the upper high school grades and specialization
above high school; all of which encompass the concepts
associated with career development, community and
life long learning.

Career Education Competencies: competencies needed by
teachers as they adopt and apply the concept of career
They are
education to the teaching-learning process.
competencies which assist students in careers planning.
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The competencies identified in this investigation do
not necessarily encompass or represent all the concepts, parameters and competencies associated with
career education.
Career Education Competency-Based Instructional Model: a
pattern or paradigm for the logical integration of
career education into the existing Theory and Practicum
II program.
It is a specially developed and organized
set of career education concepts designed to enrich an
It is
already established teacher education program.
to be considered as a guide to facilitate the preparation of education personnel for their roles and responsibilities in career education. The learning
materials are suitable for individual, small and
large group learning
The format of the materials
brings together a variety of documented competencies,
learning strategies and resource materials for the
learning of career education concepts by the prospective teacher.
Competency:
the knowledge, specific skill, or ability to
perform a task, duty or responsibility directly related to one's role.

Null Hypothesis:
asserts that the difference between population means is zero.
Preservice:

the undergraduate training of future teachers.

the introducTheory and Practicum II (on campus Ed 311):
tory phase of the teacher education program at Oregon
It is a content oriented experience
State University.
developed from state mandated teacher competencies in
such areas as cultural diversity, group process, reading, cognitive and affective development of chi1dren
Other content areas established by the School of
Education at Oregon State University include classroom
behavior, career education, instruction and learning
and school as a social system.
Suinma ry

There is abundant agreement among writers that if
career education is to bring about educational reform, it
has to become an integral part of the curriculum, and
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teacher training institutions must be convinced of the
career development problem and the concomitant need for
career education.

Goldhammer, TenPas, Hansen, Even, Ottina, Hoyt, Halverson, Taylor, Keller, Micheels exemplify efforts of educators
to communicate this need.

The need to integrate career education concepts into
teacher training programs, according to McGrath (1974), is
based on a:

Need to restructure our educational process to
meet the individual, social and economic demands
of our society,
Solid human and career development theoretical
base,

Demonstrated public interest,

Need to minimize in-service training for career
education.
Research and social reality gives impetus to the
development and implementation of the career education
Competency-Based Instructional Model.

1].

II.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction

Often acclaimed as the progenitor of the Career Education movement, former U.S. Commissioner of Education Sidney
P. Marland, Jr., clarified the notion when he stated that
he was merely "a party for its advancement."

This is not

to suggest that his initial speech on career education, entitled "Career Education Now" (1971a), and other addresses
that followed which advanced the concept (1971b, 1971c,

l971d, 1971e, 1972a, 1974), had little impact on the course
education would take in the future.

For as High (1974) re-

ported, no educational program has received as wide acceptance and endorsement by state leaders in education, state
and national legislators, community groups, parents and
important national organizations, in as few years, as
career education has.

In the three years since Marland's

January 1971 speech, thirty states had developed working
definitions of career education and seventeen universities
offered courses in career education as part of their
teacher preparation programs; three of these universities
offered a major in career education.

Many of the universi-

ties became involved in a three-way relationship which included the State Department of Education, selected school
districts, and the university in a combined effort to
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develop model programs of career education.

Several uni-

versities became involved in systematic efforts to develop,
test, revise and validate career education instructional
materials.

Taylor and Ward (1973) added their perceptions

of this movement when they said, ". . .career education has

probably gained more attention from educators, politicians
and the general public than any other educational innovation of the past decadet'

(p. 213).

Reporting on career education at the local, state and
federal level, Hoyt (1975b) commented that fewer than 500
of the 17,000 school districts in the United States have
received federal career education demonstration funds.

Yet more than 5,000 school districts have initiated some
kind of career education effort and most are operated on
local funds.

At the state level he reported that thirty

state boards of education had passed resolutions endorsing
the career education concept and career education coordinators were employed in forty-six states.

Noting that be-

tween July 1971 and July 1974, career education funds came
from the 1968 Vocational Education amendments, Dr. Hoyt
reported that career education became a mandate of Congress
when it passed and made effective public law 93-380 on
August 21, 1974.

Immediately the question arises:

port for a mere educational program?

"Why such strong sup-

Why is career educa-

tion growing so rapidly and spreading so widely?"
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Why Career Education?

In a review of such educational policy papers as the
1918 "Seven Cardinal Principles" of secondary education and
the 1966 Educational Policies Commission's definition of
the Imperatives of Education, it is apparent that the aims
of education have been defined and redefined.

Butts (1976) concluded that historically the major
purposes of education have been:
(2) social efficiency,

(1) academic discipline,

(3) individual development,

tional competence, (5) search for freedom,

equality, and (7) search for community.

(4) voca-

(6) search for

Emphasizing the

last three as purposes modern education must be concerned
about he stated:

I believe that the greatest need for improvement
at all levels of education for the next quarter
of a century lies in the intensified search for
education's role in achieving freedom, equality,
(p0 84)
and community
Regarding education's priorities for the future, he
added:

...social sensitivity, respect for justice, group
cohesion, community and moral philosophy as the
highest priority tasks to be grappled with in
(p.
plotting the future of american education.
82)

John Dewey (Archambault, ed., 1974), who was concerned
for a society characterized by a moral communal life that
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is emotionally, intellectually and consciously sustained by
public education (Butts, 1976), stated that:

Education is a process of living and not a preparation for future living...the school must
represent present life--life as real and vital
to the child as that which he carries on in the
home, in the neighborhood or on the playground.
(p. 430)

Further, he pointed out:

It is the business of the school to deepen and
extend his sense of values bound up in his home
life...much of present education fails because
it neglects this fundamental principle of the
school as a form of community life.
(p. 431)
However, Feldman (1967) and Eruska (1974), along with
Ebel (1972), claimed that educators amidst high, perhaps
idealogical expectations of what schools are supposed to
do, were confused about the responsibilities of education.
As Goidhammer (1972) confirmed:

Pedagogical rhetoric has long suggested that the
basic function of education is to provide for
the personal and societal needs of each individual child,
In practice, however, the educational
system has never functioned in a manner which reflected such an emphasis. (pp. 5-6)
Commenting that educational reform is paramount, Goldhammer (1975) identified four crisis areas to which schools
must respond:

(1) the crisis of relevance,

(2)

the crisis

of the human and social problems facing youth as they grow
to maturity in a complex, technological society,

(3) the
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crisis of values and aspirations, and (4) the crisis of
recognizing human diversities.

The US. Office of Education specifically listed
eleven conditions that called for educational reform:

Too many persons leaving our educational system
are deficient in the basic academic skills required for adaptability in today's rapidly changing society.
Too many students fail to see meaningful relationships between what they are being asked to learn
in school and what they will do when the leave the
educational system. This is true of both those
who remain to graduate and those who drop out of
the educational system.
American education, as currently structured, best
meets the educational needs of that minority of
persons who will someday become college graduates.
It fails to place equal emphasis on meeting the
educational needs of that vast majority of students who will never be college graduates.
American education has not kept pace with the
rapidity of change in the postiridustrial occupational society. As a result, when worker
qualifications are compared with job requirements,
we find overeducated and undereducated workers
are present in large numbers. Both the boredom of
the overeducated worker and the frustration of
the undereducated worker have contributed to
growing worker alienation in the total occupational
society.
5,

Too many persons leave our educational system at
both the secondary and collegiate levels unequipped with the vocational skills, the selfunderstanding and career decision-making skills,
or the work attitudes that are essential for making a successful transition from school to work.

6.

The growing need for and presence of women in the
work force has not been reflected adequately in
either the educational or the career options
typically pictured for girls enrolled in our
educational system.
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The growing needs for continuing and recurrent
education of adults are not being adequately met
by our current systems of public education.
Insufficient attention has been given to learning
opportunities which exist outside the structure of
formal education and are increasingly needed by
both youth and adults in our society.
The general public, including parents and the
business industry-labor community, has not been
given an adequate role in formulation of educational policy.
10,

American education, as currently structured, does
not adequately meet the needs of minority or
economically disadvantaged persons in our society.

11.

Post high school education has given insufficient
emphasis to educational programs at the subbaccalaureate degree level (1975).
(p. 2)

Career education came about, then, as Smith (1976)

pointed out, not because of Marland, for he was merely in
the right place at the right time, but rather as a response
to need which the conditions of the nation required.

High

(1974) elaborated further concerning the evolution and

phenomenal growth of career education when he stated that:
The social and the economic situation called for
The lack of personal power
change in education.
in affecting one's life amidst high technology
and the corporate structure existed and education
failed to help persons locate themselves and find
their occupational, educational and personal
mobility in a constructive form. And as Coleman
(1972) pointed out, today's society is "information rich and experience poor" This lack of
experimental learning which at one time was obtainable at home and at work, has all but disappeared.
The previous background work completed on career
development formulated the keystone to career
education.
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Herr (1972) analyzed the theoretical bases for
He reviewed the research of
career education.
some twenty scholars over a period of twenty years,
from 1951-1971. Theoretical work on the concept
"career," done by Super, Bush, Wrenn, Tiedman,
Dudley, O'Hara, Gribbons and Lohnes was found to
support the career education concept. In regards
to personality and the decision making perspective, the research of Roe, Holland, Crites, Brayfield, Blair, Davidson, Katz and Hills also became
critical and essential for forming a theoretical
base for career education.
3.

The strategy which was used for the development
and diffusion of career education was effective
in securing widespread participation in the career
education effort.

Hansen (1975) observed the following career dilemmas
and school issues as facilitating the arrival of career
education:

perience,

(1)

the changing meanings of work in human ex-

(2) changes in the structure and composition of

the labor force,

(3) dropout problems and the need for

entry, exit and reentry,
(5)

(4) isolation of school experience,

the information deficit concerning the world of work,

and (6) the special needs of bypassed populations.
McKinney (1974) added:

Historically, we have built a false separation
between work, learning, school, community and
the like; furthermore we have within the school
and education compartmentalized and specialized
to the point of segmenting learning and the
learner increasingly more and more as he pro(p. 2)
gresses longitudinally in the system.
Significant evidence points to the fact that career
education is a major thrust in re-education of planning and
implementation of education in our nation.

Recognizing
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that career education is a cumulative thrust of other
forces, Marland (1974) cited specifically what those forces
constituted:

(1) the need for schools and colleges to re-

gain high level public trust and respect, which he pointed
out, has diminished over the years,

(2)

to provide more

meaningful educational offerings for young people and adults
in response to their individual needs and aspirations,

aside and distinct from solely institutional expectations,
(3)

to remove the destructive effects of the isolation of

academic learning from occupational development and real
world experiences, a schism which american education has
allowed to foster for so long,

(4)

to concern themselves

with the development of people in all their facets, and
(5) to redress the aimlessness of many college-going young

people and the waste of human energy reflected in the high
dropout and unemployed population among the young.
According to Barlow (1973):

"The hope is for career

education to take hold and provide new vision to a system
that has grown weary" (p

1).

Injecting the present educa-

tional system with a coherent philosophy, career education
may be by far the most significant reform strategy.

It has

attempted to diagnose the shortcomings of both vocational
and academic training in the context of mutual isolation
(Rogers, 1973)

In reviewing previous attempts in modifying the curriculum of

merican schools, Halverson (1973) pointed out
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that the current developments in the schools which follow
the proposed patterns of career education are promoted by a
whole new set of social and economic conditions which did
not characterize American education earlier.
context that he stated:

It is in this

"Career education raises doubts

about the validity of some of our time honored purposes of
education" (p. 110).

He further suggested that although

career education should not be regarded as a panacea for
all the ills of public education, it does have the potential and may contribute to added holding power of wouldbe dropouts if programs are planned creatively and wisely.
He cautioned, however, educators to avoid "overzealous"
planning of curriculum based on the job market.

Career education, as attested by the literature, has
captured a major portion of attention at the local, state,
and national levels of education.

The setting for career

education, or for that matter any innovative, creative,

quality-oriented program that attempts to resolve America's
educational problems, appeared to be ripe.

The focus of

the proceeding research investigated the purpose of and
the historical antecedents for career education.
answer was sought to the question:

An

"What does career

education intend to do for American education?"
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The Operatives of Career Education
It is the purpose of this section to present the divergent views of career education and to recognize the commonality that exists among them.

As Berenger (1975) ob-

served, there are an estimated 360 definitions of career
education.
similar.

But, he added, most of the definitions are
Marland (1974) stated that definitions of career

education range from the simple individual ones to broad
state definitions.

The Comprehensive Career Education

Model (CCEM), which involves thirty-two subordinate themes,
1500 goals, 3000 performance objectives, stands to date as
the most comprehensive operational definition of career
education yet developed.

Clearly, the primary position of career education advocates is to place the learner where he always should be-first.

Halverson (1973) urged educators towards a coinmitt-

ment of total education for all persons.
stated:

Kohier (1975)

"Career education is based on the premise that the

best interests of the individual and those of society are
synergistic" (p. 1).

He perceived career education as a

life long process, affected by:
the individual functions,

(1) the society, in which

(2) the abilities, interests,

and aptitudes of the individual,

(3) the individual's home

and community agencies and institutions, and (4) the acti-

vities engaged in while pursuing personal goals.

Whereas
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work describes conscious effort (paid or unpaid) aimed at
producing benefits for oneself and for' others, an occupa-

tion describes a specific area of paid employment within
a vocation and a job describes those mental and physical
tasks carried out in paid or unpaid endeavors.

Therefore,

career education is that formal and informal process
through which an

individual acquires personal skills

requisite to realization of life ambitions and goals (Hoyt,
l975a)

Rather than asking, "Where does cohn fit in the socioeconomic structure?" Hansen (1975) em hasized the need to
ask, "How do work and leisure
John wants?"

fit ±t the

Career education ir

th:i

kind of life

context seeks to

liberate and humanize the potential of students.
In a more narrow sense, Calhoun and Finch (1976)

viewed career education as providing a core for the total
educational program, using the job as a unifying force for
all school descriptions.

Therefore, according to this

definition, all education has meaning only as related to
careers and work.

Calhoun and Finch maintained that indi-

viduals establish social identity and status through the
occupational role, hence the focus on vocational preparation.

Similarly, Hoyt (1975a) defined career education as

consisting of all activities and experiences through which
individuals prepare themselves for and engage in work-paid or unpaid--during their lives.

Its major thrust, he
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stated, is to make preparation for work both a prominent
Hoyt claimed

and a permanent goal of American education.

that career education differed from vocational education
in that the latter only prepared for employment, neglecting awareness, exploration and decision-making.

Whereas

career education is for everyone, vocational education
concentrates on people seeking vocational-technical education below the baccalaureate degree level.

There is no

doubt that Hoyt views career education as production
oriented, for he stated:

"The

meaningfulness

of work in

the lifestyle of Americans is declining, and this has
serious consequences for productivity" (p. 62).

Others, such as Frank Cross (1974) tend to broaden
the career education concept beyond the job market to
self-actualization and character development.

His con-

ceptual model is summarized in the following statement:
If life is to be truly a fulfilling experience,
individuals must experience a degree of success
in all aspects of living, and that public education should make a significant contribution to
growth and development in major life roles. Consequently, the model has as its organizing theme
the life careers that have the greatest influence
These major life careers
on living in America.
career as a member of
have been identified as:
a vocation, and career as pursuer of avocational
interests. Thus the model is a careers model
rather than a career model.
(p. 29)

Dewey (1961) would, perhaps, support the above model
as he advocated a variety of "life callings."

He clearly

urged the avoidance of limiting the term "vocation" to the
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occupations where immediately tangible commodities are produced, as well as to the notion that vocations are distributed in an exclusive way, one and only one to each person.
He stated:

Such restricted specialism is impossible.
In the
first place, each individual has of necessity a
variety of callings, in each of which he should
be intelligently effective; and in the second
place any one occupation loses its meaning and
becomes a routine keeping busy at something in
the degree in which it is isolated from other
interests. No one is just an artist and nothing
else, and in so far as one approximates that condition he is so much the less developed human being; he is kind of a monstrosity. He must be,
at some period of his life, be a member of a
family; he must have friends and companions; he
must either support himself or be supported by
others, and thus he has a business career.
He
is a member of some organizational political
unit.

(p. 307)

In a more liberalized sense, career education as perceived by Asa Hillard (1975) called for freedom in education:

It's to understand, to
It's to develop freedom.
help people to understand and be at home with
cultural alternatives, because that's the world
we live in. ..It's to reduce personal isolation.
It's to foster applied thinking and creativity.
It's
It's to learn separate issues from trivia.
to develop vision. It's to develop people who
ask questions continually even after they have
It's to help to understand
'finished school'.
and appreciate the nature and the value and the
necessity of struggle in accomplishing everything because there is no way other than through
struggle to become anything. It's to help people
to find fulfillment, to move them in the direc(p.
tion of earning recognition and acceptance.
29)
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The above statements, though unique, are representative of the thrust of career education.

Herr (1976)

analyzed the various definitions of career education and
found eight common threads:

An effort to diminish the separateness of academic
and vocational education,
An area of concern which has some operational
implications for every educational level or grade
from kindergarten through graduate school.
A process of insuring that every person exiting
from the formal educational structure has job
employability skills of some type,
A direct response to the importance of facilitating individual choice making so that the occupational preparation and acquisition of basic academic skills can be coordinated with developing
individual preferences,
A way of increasing relevance or meaningfulness
of education for greater numbers of students than
is currently true,
A design to render education an open system in
that school leavers, school dropouts, and adults
can reaffiliate with it when their personal circumstances or job requirements make this
feasible,
A structure whose desired outcomes necessitates
cooperation among all elements of education as
well as among school, industry, and community,
and

An enterprise requiring new technologies and
educational materials (e.g. individualized proetc.) , a form of educagramming, simulations,
tion for all students.
(p. 102)
Hansen (1973a) stated that career education becomes
not only a vehicle for unifying curriculum around student
needs but also a potential for humanizing the school in
ways that facilitate a student's development into a
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vocationally mature human being, aware of himself as a
person and prepared to do something about the major social
issues facing our nation.

Career education, conceived as a catalytic force to
unify the entire system of education around careers,

challenges educators to make education socially relevant
and personally significant.

The charge issued by John and

Evelyn Dewey (1915) sets the theme for career education:
The academic education turns out future citizens
with no sympathy for work done with the hands,
and with absolutely no training for understanding
the most serious of present day social and political difficulties. The trade training will turn
out future workers who may have greater iminediate skill than they have had without their training, but who have no enlarg.ment of mind, no insight into the scientific and social significance
of the work they do, no education which assists
them in finding their way on or in making their
A division of the public
own adjustments.
school system into one part which pursues traditional methods, with incidental improvement, and
another which deals with those who are to go into
manual labor means a plan of social predestination totally foreign to the spirit of democracy.
The democracy which proclaims equality of opportunity as its ideal requires an education in
which learning and social application, ideas
and practice, work and recognition of the meaning of what is done, are unified from the beginning for all.
(p. 315)

Antecedents of Career Education
The emergence of the career education concept raises
the question of antecedents.

Many today ask, "Is career

education merely old wine with a new label?"
commented:

Dewey (1916)
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The simile of new wines in old bottles is trite.
Yet no other is so apt. We use leathern bottles
The bottles leak
in an age of steel and glass.
The new wine spills and sours. No proand sag.
hibitory holds against the attempt to make a new
wine of culture and to provide new containers.
Only new aims can inspire educational effort for
clarity and unity.
(p. 426)
Career education is a reform strategy.
(1973) advocated:

As Barlow

"The facts indicate that the system of

education must change.

Despite the evidence, many people

will prefer to hold the line and protect the established
system"

(p.

2)

Though career eöucation is viewed as a program of the
1970's, according to Hansen (1975) it has existed in a
variety of forms since the early 1900's and is a systematic,
developmental K-adult approach, providing sequential, ex-

perience-based and varied learning activities, with the
classroom teacher at the heart of the program.

Moreover,

Melvin Barlow (1973) stated:
...the educational historian sees in career
education some of the lessons of Bacon, Comenius,
Locke, Rouseau, Milton, Pestalozzi, Herbart,
Froebel, Mann, Barnard, Dewey and many others.
Career education is an old story related in
modern context and with determination to succeed
where other great ideals have failed.
(p. 1)

Berenger (1975) attributed the Gallup poll surveys on
public attitudes toward education, beginning in 1969, as
spinning the fastest growing education movement in
career education.

merica,

He said that it is emerging as a bridge
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over the "philosphical Grand Canyon'1 between the pure aca-

demic and the real world of the weekly paycheck.

Further,

he stated that career education is the vanguard of educational reform.

Barlow (1973) referred to the 1968 Voca-

tional Act Amendments, with their emphasis upon innovation
and exemplary programs, as the spark that ignited the career
education movement,

Calhoun and Finch (1976) added that the

1968 amendments specifically were designed to find solutions
to the nation's educational problems.

They were geared to

reorient educational objectives and to change peoples' attitudes about work.

Concerning the career orientation of education, Bailey
(1973) reflected back to the initial beginnings of higher
education in the United States and their purposes.

Harvard's

prime objective in 1636 was preparation of the clergy.

In

the eighteenth century the trend changed to the training of
legal and political theorists.

It might be said, Bailey

pointed out, that some of those who were in training at
that time trained for careers as Constitution writers and
nation builders.

With the advent of the industrial revolu-

tion and the westward movement during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, secular colleges broke the original
mold.

Bailey suggested that the 1862 Morrill Act, which

established the land grant system and elevated the practical
arts, "gave a powerful and historically original thrust to
the nation, and that higher education should be career
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oriented in quite specific and practical termst'

(p. 256)

In essence then, he concluded, higher education has always
been career oriented.

Swanson (1972) continued with the antecedents of
career education when he stated that career education
emerged from a series of legislative acts that began in
1862 with the Morrill Act and culminated with the 1968
amendments.

Other factors, such as a convergence of know-

ledge related to developmental stages of children, the role
of task analysis in learning and the psychology of careers,
provided a conceptual base for career education which did
not exist previously.

Another influence, Swanson stated,

arose

from the work of the National Advisory Council
on Vocational Education. In a series of short,
pungent and penetrating reports, the Advisory
Council assumed a role which was both diagnostic
and prescriptive.
Their recommendations demanded
The
third
report issued in July
a response.
1970, called for a complete reform of the educational system to include Career Education and
it identified some essential elements of a
career-oriented educational system.
(p. 109)
Swanson explained, also, that the U.S. Office of Education
and State Education Agencies are to be credited with strong
leadership in identifying a defensible conceptual base for
career education and encouraging implementation through
grants for exemplary projects and further innovation,
The well documented research of Edwin Herr (1972) pro-

vided the very essence of the career education concept.
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He stated:

...some observers have assumed that this concept
has no antecedents; that it stands beside vocational education and academic education in a
parallel fashion as an education entry, new and
independent from anything which has gone before.
Such an assertion is untrue. Career education
has an evolutionary history.

The term "career education" represents a synthesis and blend of many concepts and elements
available at some point and in some place in
American education. However, the intent and the
implementation tactics so far apparent are to
bring these concepts and elements into a new and
systematic interrelationship among vocational
education, vocational guidance, career development and other elements of the educational and
community networks of which they are a part.
(p.

3)

In conclusion, Herr goes on to say:

Analysis of available historical, philosophical,
conceptual and theoretical literature offers
substantiation that the antecedents of career
education reside in both vocational education
and guidance. In addition, this literature
indicates that the term career education, so far
as it is presently articulated, does have significant support from these knowledge domains.
(p. 67)

The strength of career education, according to Taylor,
Ward, Herr, Swails, and Drier (1973), is its theoretical
base, career development theory.

Taylor and Ward (1973)

particularly focused most heavily "on the development of
self-concept approach as the appropriate guide for the
development of career education't (p. 215).

The following section considers the role of career
development theory as related to career education.
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Role of Career Development Theory
Hansen (1973b) defined relevance as that learning which
enables one to understand the meaning of life, and those experiences which help tie together individual and community
interests.

Therefore, education must educate students for

a world influx, not for a relatively static world.

It is

through the process of education that students are to be
provided a means to adopt to a changing environment.

Thus,

the approach needed in education differs from merely help
ing students obtain occupational and educational informaIn this context then, Hansen stated that the primary

tion.

tasks of schools are the development of positive selfconcepts and helping students obtain control over their
lives.

The curriculum should help the student to exathine

the meaning he wants work to have in his life and the life
style he envisions:

the needs for leisure, self-esteem,

community involvement and family relationships.

At the

heart of the career development approach then is the student.

It begins with the self, rather than the world out-

side the self.

In short, career development theory,

according to Hansen, is a reversal of Parsonian vocational
theory of matching.

Hansen reviewed the historical development of career
development theory:
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Historically, there are several educational
movements that have lead to and enhanced present day career development theories. Vocational guidance was born when Parsons set up
a Vocational Bureau in Boston in 1909 to provide services fcr relating individuals and jobs.
His "matching model" was simple: provide information about jobs that matched the person.
Later various instruments and tools were developed under the test and measurement movement
to aid in making an occupational decision.
Utilizing tests for placement, however, presumed the existence of an expert who had the
answers and could tell you which way to go.
This Parsonian matching model created out of
humanitarian motives to meet societal needs,
has been expressed as the chief vehicle for
The probvocational guIdance in the schools.
lem with the model, however, is that it was
oriented toward a stable job market, unhappy
individuals and a once and for all career decision.

The forties and fifties brougiit on a counseling
psychology movement that focused on the self
and the linking of personal feelings about self
with goals, achievements, aspirations and exterParticularly, Super broke open
nal realities.
the one track mindedness of previous years to
the development of vocational maturity. He defined career more broadly than merely occupation.
He saw it as a life long, continuous process of
developing and implementing a self-concept, with
satisfaction to self and benefit to society.
Occupation was seen as only one part of career.

In career development the emphasis is more on
the process of career decision making than on
choice; on career patterns over a lifetime
rather than choice at a point in time; on
psychological as well as logical aspects of
work; on developmental stages rather than an
once for all decision; on self-development
It
rather than on occupational information.
includes both occupation and the life style surrounding it.
The keystone to Super's theory is the precept
that in choosing an occupation one is, in effect, choosing a means of implementing a selfHis concept of multi-potentiality-concept.
that each person has the potential for success
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and satisfaction in a number of
attacks the original vocational
to help the individual "find the
It increases the options to the

occupations-guidance model
true f it."
individual.

(pp. 29-32)

McGrath (1974) described normal career development as
following a predictable pattern, similar to other maturation processes.

He recommended that career education pro-

grams should be developmental in scope.

Oblas (1975) reported that there is a need to undertake studies to help students understand and act on their
own attitudes, values, level of maturity and other noncognitive aspects of their personality.

He cautioned

against "pseudocrystallization," wnich is simply a selfannulling career choice.

It occurs when students, due to

peer and parental pressure, formulate career plans too
early, leading to faulty evaluations about themselves.
Hansen's research (1975) has shown that young people
want and need help in career development, for it is that
process, she affirmed, that leads them to finding out who
they are and who they can become.

This research was sub-

stantiated by Erikson (1950), May (1961), Maslow (1969),
and Douvan (1967)

Others as well have focused on human

potentialities and the problems of coping with a complex,
changing technological society.

Silberman (1971), Holt

(1964), and Glaser (1968) among others, have charged that

schools are not doing a very good job of helping students in
their search for identity and development as human beings.
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Contrary to many career education advocates, LaDuca
and Barnett (1974), critics of career education, believed
that:

Merely providing information about careers does
not automatically lead to early valid and definiIn addition, significant variables
tive choice.
Reextend beyond the influence of the school.
search reveals that career preference is not continuous but rather is marked by significant disParticularly between the ages of
continuity.
13-16 adolescents experience a period of occupational confusion and uncertainty. Ironically
the school based model derived from the Center
for Vocational-Technical Education conflicts with
research by placing a reduction in preferences to
a single definitive career choice precisely where
most adolescents are incapable of making such a
decision.
(pp. 9-10).
Although the discussion to this point has expressed
urgency in the need for educational reformation utilizing
career education as the vehicle, writers like Grubb and
Lazerson (1975) argued that career education is basically
a "reconstitution" of vocational education failures

They

concluded that the assumptions career education makes about
work, education and the labor market are hallow and
erroneous

MacMichael (1974) contends that career educa-

tion perpetuates the middle class ethic of high status work
positions and disregards minorities and the working class
Johnson (1974) maintained that there is "no legitimate
attempt to provIde qualitative career education to Black

Americans" (o 2).
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It is not the intention of this research to show that
career education is universally accepted.

Upon examination

of the literature, however, the notion that career education does have the potential to respond to the education
needs of all students is a tenable one and one to which
this dissertation is addressed.

As Cross (1974) stated:

No claim is made that career education is the
panacea for anything. Like any other program,
its success depends upon the people who implement and maintain it. Unlike many innovated
programs, it should not be destroyed through
the process of interpretation for its purpose
is relevant and its justification is understandable0
(p. 134)
However, the critics of career education must be heard
and considered if the concept is to be strengthened.

As

John Stuart Mill (1947) declared:

the only way in which a human being can make
some approach to knowing the whole of a subject,
is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every variety of opinion, and studying
all modes in which it can be looked at by every
character of mind.
.

.

.however true it may be, if it is not fully,
frequently and fearlessly discussed, it will
be held as a dead dogma, not a living truth.
(po 34)

And so it is to this purpose that the following section is
presented
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Career Education under Pressure:
at the Critics

A Look

Though career education is looked upon by its proponents as responding to many serious educational and
societal problems, it has not been without its critics.

McKinney (1974) reported common criticisms directed towards
career education:

"a concept in search of definition,"

"watering down of academic excellence," "subversion of
American education to the designs of industrial and technological manpower needs," "ignores humanistic goals," "tends
to repress minority desires to climb the career ladder,"
and "steals badly needed monies frum vocational education."
Herr and Cramer (1974) stated that since 1971, the
term career education has made considerable impact on the
educational mentality of America.

Critics have damned its

alleged implications for a new vocationalism or its concept
of education as utilitarian.

They argued that both the

critics and proponents address themselves to valid arguments other than those emotionally aroused.

Swanson (1976)

observed that "it is the advocates who do research rather
than the critics," primarily because they are blessed with
the flow of public funds to do research, whereas the critics
are not.

Barlow (1973) labeled some critics as "neophobic,"

that is, fearing anything new.

However, Rogers (1973) pre-

sented an issue that many educators do not deny.

He said:
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...critics of education feel that educators
have gone from fad to fad without fundamental
improvements. And as each new fad appeared
there was an accompanying major reorganization of the U.S.O.E. and changes in budget
priorities,
(p. 471)

Although Agne and Nash (1973a) felt that career education has a number of positive aspects (to provide training
to enter and succeed in a career whenever the learner
decides to leave the formal education process, to relate
abstract academic experiences to actual field work, and to
obliterate forever the myth that only a college degree
signifies personal worth), they did not hesitate to assert
that there are some unexamined assumptions that need to be
dealt with.

They include:

No criticism of the misuse of the career education
concept,
No analysis of idealogical premise of career
education,
Career education unchallenges the good and continued existence of the corporate social order,

Human behavior is achievement motivated,

The learning theory of career education is open to
question,
No indepth analysis of career educations limitations, and
Lack of identifiable weaknesses of contemporary
American schooling.
In conclusion, Agne and Nash claimed that career education
makes excessive claims and draws blanks as to selfcriticism.

For example, the authors felt Marland
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considered youth's real needs to be achievement based (see
Marland, 1974), whereas Yankelovich (1972) claimed that
students valued friendship, privacy, freedom of opinion and
emotional expression, the family and nature more than
achievement

The 1974 Sixth Annual Gallup Poll verified

Yankelovich's findings when it found that juniors and
seniors in high school see making friends and getting along
with people more important than preparing for a job.
Amidst contrary research, Agne and Nash contended that basing curricula on achievement orientation is a contrast to
present social realities.
Morris (1973) questioned the notion that career educa-

tion is for all students from "womb to tomb."

He

cautioned educators from being swept off their feet by a
program which promises so much to so many, for there have
been other programs which have made similar promises.

He

did not elaborate as to what those programs were but he did
ask the following questions:

Are schools to prepare all students to enter
either a job or post-secondary education? If so,
then China or Cuba's system is a model career
education program.
Can the schools be all things to all people?
Is it reasonable to assume that each generation
should be like the previous one? It appears that
career education proponents are promoting a value
system that may be inappropriate.
Is it possible for an industrialized society like
the U.S. to have zero employment" Likewise, can
work be meaningful and satisfactory to every mdividual? In an achievement oriented society such as
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ours, alienation and class differences are unavoidable.
Can career education deliver on such a goal?
Can career education generate successive alternate
images of the future? It appears that its present
emphasis is on the present economic state.,
Realistically, should career education be considered as a part of every course at every level
of the curriculum? Isn't this contradictory when
proponents of career education are suggesting that
education is not limited to the classroom? (pp.
32-36)

Perhaps one of the reasons that career education is
unable to deliver its promises, according to Brunetti (1974)

and others (Kroll, 1976; Smith, 1976; LaDuca and Barnett,
1974; Hruska, 1974), is that schools are political and
therefore change with the political regime.

LaDuca and

Barnett illustrated this notion when they suggested that
career education evolved from the Nixon administration.
The authors asserted that out of insecurity, Nixon proposed
a program that would socialize children and youth in ways
that would make them more lIkely to run with, rather than
against the conservative corporate stream.
they concluded, was career education.

This program,

Therefore, it being

a political year (1972), Marland, U.S. Commissioner of
Education, declared that all education was to be useful,
employable and henceforth, all education was to be career
education.

Smith (1976) pointed out that the Commissioner of
Education's job is a political one and since Marland was
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a Commissioner at the time career education made its advent, it is therefore a political program.
Following this same theme, Brunetti (1974) described
schools as basically political, designed to serve the
American economy and to an extent the middle class.
students have little control:

Hence,

"they are categorized,

passed or failed, certified or not.

Schools resemble an

industrial production line with the students serving as the
raw material" (pp. 2-3).

Critics of career education quickly point out its
close relationship to the economy.

This notion, claim the

critics, unfortunately popularizes education as a "talent
form," turning education into a mass production business
similar to that of industry.

Thus, the major goal of

career education becomes the preparing of manpower for the
needs and demands of government.

One major fault of this

form of education, assert the critics, is the overlooking
of worker needs when he is off the job.

What about the

other life roles career education advocates?

Brunetti

(1974) criticized Marland for switching educational
priorities.

He accused the former Commissioner of advocat-

ing education's primary purpose of preparing students with
skills for a specific career.

Brunetti felt that educa-

tion's foremost purpose is to prepare an enlightened
citizenry for life in a democracy.
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Kroll (1976) stated:

"Among the assumptions implicit

with the career education concept is a belief that career
education will reduce unemployment by making your people
employable" (p. 209).

Rather, Kroll pointed out, unemploy-

ment is a complex politico-economic phenomenon with causes
that include and go far beyond simple education insuff iciency.

It is a byproduct of a free enterprise system.

Thus he urged career educators to de-emphasize the vocational "job prep" aspects of education and focus on com-

pensatory means of self-fulfillment through leisure or
volunteer activities.

Further, Kroll goes on to say:

Since career education cannot assure a job for
everyone because unemployment has its origin in
factors other than inadequate or inappropriate
education, a more realistic outcome of career
education would be to provide students with an
accurate picture of the workings of the American
political-economic system and the specific place
of unemployment in it. (pp. 212-213)
In the wake of a leisure oriented society, Hruska
(1974) questioned the emphasis on excessive committment to

a pressure-ridden job or any job, as advocated by career
education.

He said that to conclude that employment or

underemployment be the cornerstone of education amidst
massive job alienation, is to tragically misplace it.
Students need to be critics of society as well as its perpetuators, he suggested.

Peterson (1975) viewed career

education as the near final step in subordinating the
education system to the production system.

He cautioned
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educators not to prepare individuals for work that is
meaningless orthat may not exist in the future.
asked career educators:

Peterson

"How much importance will be given

to means and how much to ends?"

Other issues which the critics of career education
addressed were:

Career educators base their reforms on questionable assumptions about the teaching and learning
experiences (Agne and Nash, 1973a).
Career education supports the technical and paraprofessional programs at the expense of the
liberal arts (McGrath, 1974; Oblas, 1975; Grittner,
1973; Smith, 1973)
The liberal art disciplines are becoming bastardized (Adams, 1975)
Career education is an expansion of vocational
educations' failures (Lazerson and Grubb, 1975).
Career education is an unquestioned, idealogical
committment to the corporate, status quo social
order (Agne and Nash, 1973a).
Though the critics of career education have leveled
some rather "hard blows," the concept, as attested by the
literature, has hardly been set back.

Proponents of career

education admit that they have moved, in some instances,
rather hastily without solid footing (Hoyt, 1975a).

Per-

haps another related error was to apply the label "career
education" so freely.

It possibly has oversimplified a

major, theoretical-based program (Rogers, 1973) .

These

tactical errors appeared to have opened the door for
criticism.
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As Brunetti (1974) stated, career education can be
used well if it is redefined into terms of human careers
not just economic careers.

Another critic, Smith (1973)

viewed the advent of
career education as an opportunity to give fundamental thought to the reform of aesthetic education, to the creation of coherent and significant
relations between general and career education.
(p0 104)

It is this researcher's opinion that if career education is to become a "permanent fixture" in the classroom
rather than a "passing fancy," it must give attention to
the critics.

This investigation revealed that in most in-

stances the critics also support the need for educational
reform but not at the expense of compromising liberal arts
education and paralleling education to the economic system.
Since career education has not wholly penetrated
teacher preparation institutions, the suggestions that the
critics make, along with those of reflective proponents of
career education, ought to be considered in the development of an instructional model for teacher education career
education
As a final thought, Ginzberg (1974) challenged the
teaching profession to always attempt to instill pupils
with a respect for truth and free inquiry.
teachers above all to

He urged
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avoid an orthodoxy whose leaders are more concerned with indoctrination than with the pursuit of truth.,education should be pursued for
its own sake, not as an income enhancing device.
It should nurture a wide range of human potential.

(p. 39,41)

The following section investigated career education
and teacher training.

Career Education and Teacher
Training Institutions
Even (1975) provided the following reasons for integrating career education concepts into preservice teacher
education:

(1) new teachers versed in career education

will add strength to school districts;

(2) knowing the

rationale, being acquainted with materials and techniques
of curriculum will bridge the gap with local projects;
(3) in-service training can then concentrate on new ideas,

new plans, new ways to utilize the concept, rather than
explaining what it is and how to do it.

Miller (1972)

made the following comment:

For the concept to grow and flourish into a
wave of career education programs that can be
implemented throughout the country, colleges
and universities must accept the training
responsibility through the up-dating of preservice teacher education programs.
(p. 103)
Larson (1974) exhorted teacher training institutions to
assume its share of responsibility in the development of
future leaders for the career education movement.
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Attempting to no longer delay the development of a career
education program, the Dean of Education at Oregon State
University encouraged the faculty to formulate action plans.
It was stated:

While much more research is obviously needed,
we know enough right now to justify and to
undertake the organization, installation, and
implementation of comprehensive career education programs. The call for educational reform, to which career education seeks to respond, need not and should not wait for further
(School
research before we begin to answer.
of Education Bulletin, 1976)
As Even (1975) pointed out, it seems obvious that if

teachers to be are going to be prepared to handle career
education in the classroom, they must have exposure to it
during their preservice training.

Calhoun and Finch (1976)

endorsed this need:

Future training of career educators must be
established as an integral part of current
By virtue of its
teacher education programs.
role in a pluralistic culture, the teacher
education institution is obligated to examine
all alternative paths toward realizing the misSo it is in the
sion of public education.
training of teachers that the career education
movement will meet perhaps its most severe test.
(pp.155-i56)

It is during preservice training that Agne and Nash
(1973) suggested that:

...teacher educators be encouraged to encourage
students to explore and challenge not only their
own value systems and those of the corporate
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state, but also the underlying idealogical
purposes of their studies.
(p. 88)
At the same time preservice students must be informed about
the objectives and scope of career education before they
can adequately assess the permanence or impermanence of the
concept (Calhoun and Finch, 1976).

Hansen (1975) added

that preservice teachers should engage in self-examination
and be prepared to assist their future students in career
development.

Though there have been few attempts to infuse career
education concepts and practices into preservice education
several instructional models have been developed.

The

earliest attempts to stress career education for preservice
students began in 1971 when Worthington emphasized a committment to a total career education personnel training
program by appropriating funds from the Bureau of Adult,
Vocational and Technical education for the purpose of funding teacher training programs (Even, 1975).

Dobrovolny

(1972) issued a similar call in two national three-day

conferences on career education for deans of colleges of
education and one for professors of educational administration.

The theme of the conference focused on the prepara-

tion of educational personnel.

Keller (1973) pointed out,

"other than these two conferences...little has been done to
design and install a comprehensive personnel development
program for teacher educators" (p. 184).
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White and Bainter (1973) concluded from direct exposure with a teacher education model that:

Preservice teachers today, in search of relevance
for their classrooms, may accept very well the
concept of career education.
Although teacher education for career education
will necessarily focus to a great extent on inservice education, now may be the time to begin
to prepare our preservice personnel for adapting
to career education.

Preservice teachers, while supporting career
education, may not be able to envision means by
which they personally could become involved, and
Preservice teachers may have reservations about
their own adequacy for implementing career education activities in terms of their own experiences
in the world of work.
The need for effective models for preservice training
is suggested in the literature.

A primary question is what

constitutes an effective, comprehensive career education
program for teacher education,

The following section des-

cribes the basic components for career education infusion.
Infusion is used to imply an integration of career education concepts.

As Halverson (1973) reported, the intro-

duction of new courses such as "The History of Career
Education," "The Philosophy of Career Development," "Preparing for the World of Work," and "The Administration of
Career Education Programs" might be unnecessary and possible dangerous overhead.

Halverson observed that most

teacher education programs can be changed through imaginative refocusing of existing course requirements and support systems within colleges of education.

Thus, the
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integration of career education concepts into the teacher
preparation program is prescribed.

Teacher Education Models of Career Education
Several questions can be posed regarding teacher preparation programs for career education:

What does a teacher need to know about career
education to function effectively?
What kinds of attitudes and skills does he or she
need to have?
What methods of strategies can he or she utilize
in implementation?
How can the effectiveness of the career education
efforts be evaluated?
The following career education components to be infused in a teacher education program hopefully provide at
least a cursory answer to the questions presented.
Hansen (1975) suggested the following components as
being essential to teacher preparation programs:
Documentation of the Need for Career Education,
Orientation to the World of Work,

Orientation to the Career Development/Career
Education concept,
Knowledge and Use of School and Community
Resources,
Strategies for Implementation Through Curriculum,
Guidance and Counseling Skills Related to Career
Education, and
Change Process Activities to Facilitate Acceptance
and Adaptation by Teachers and Community.
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McGrath (1974) emphasized, in addition, that would-be
teachers ought to receive values instruction related to
career preparation.

Though not addressing teacher educa-

tion specifically, he defined an ideal career education
program as integrating the vocational component, the guidance system and all other relevant services to promote
"learning to live, learning to learn and learning to earn
a living."

Advocating the world of work as the core for a career
education program, Calhoun and Finch (1976) cited specific
objectives of a career education program for teachers to
include:

The ability to coordinate purposeful learning experiences for youth with viable segments of
business-industry, public service, and the familyhome unit,
Sufficient knowledge and experience in vocational
guidance and career planning so that advice,
direction and acquisition of resources pertaining
to the major occupations can be included in
routine classroom activities,
An understanding, appreciation, and experience
with typical job classifications, job-entry requirements, and job placement opportunities in
the major occupational clusters.
Hoyt (1975a) stated that a typical career education
program for a classroom included the following characteristics:

(1) involves all students at all levels;

laborative with society and business;

(3)

(2)

is based on

sound career development theory; and (4) is learner
centered.

is col-
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Jacobs (1974) developed a competency-based teacher
education model which included competencies for five
modules.

The five modules were:

Forces giving impetus to career education,

Identification of concepts, issues, problems and
trends in career education,
Analysis of acceptance of career education,
Study of operational career education models,
and

Development of techniques and materials for teaching career education.
Hansen (1975) headed a project entitled TECE (Teacher
Education for Career Education).

The project developed

three teacher education modules for preservice students:
Orienting Prospective Teachers in Career Education;

Preparing Elementary Teachers for Career Education
through Curriculum; and (3) Preparing Secondary Teachers
for Career Education through Curriculum.

The three

modules were developed upon the premise of being a process
by which prospective teachers might begin to think about
students' career needs and the relationship of career
education to their subject.

The TECE model is basically

a self-development approach to career education, characterizing and emphasizing human development, rather than
market-occupational information focus.

In essence, the

TECE model is a process of integrating two constructs:
the self and the world of work.
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Ryan (1974) provided a manual with guidelines for
planning a series of in-service training sessions for infusing career education within the school, grades K-12.

The manual contains nine modules with each module containing a series of lessons
Career Education:

The modules are:

Historical Antecedents,

Career Development in the School,
Working with the Self-Concept,
Career Education in the Elementary School,

Career Education in the Secondary School,
Strategies and Practices for Implementing Career
Education,
Community Involvement in Career Education,

Career Education and Economic Education, and
Evaluation Strategies in Career Education.
Odbert and Trotter (1974) assembled a host of
validated competencies (forty-four for secondary teachers,
thirty-six for middle or junior high teachers, twentyeight for elementary teachers) that are designed to serve
as guidelines for preservice training programs.

Its major

prupose is to develop a competency-based model for the
preparation and training of educational personnel.
Kiesow (1973) designed a format of five core areas in
terms of what the prospective teachers should study, do,

collect, try out and experience under supervised direction.
The interdisciplinary approach begins with Core Area I:
Becoming Acquainted with the Concept-Career Education; Core
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Area II: Becoming Acquainted with Where People Work; Core
Area III:

Becoming Acquainted with Sources of Information;

and Core Area IV:

Becoming Acquainted with the Role of the

Teacher in Helping Students Plan Careers.

Ellis (1973) focused his preservice career education
model upon people.

Teacher educators can see the career education
movement as a strategy to make job training for
specific occupations synonymous with secondary
school education--or they can perceive career
education as a positive force for more effective
personal development of individual human beings.
(p. 97)

Ellis, et al. selected the latter view as the core of their
preservice model.

In essence, their life-centered approach

to career education centered directly upon the teacher as
the model of a working adult.

In developing the instruc-

tional model, the authors sought for answers to the following questions:

Do our novice teachers have the technical skills
to identify children's interests and blend them
into curricular programs?
Do teacher preparation programs show how teachers
can utilize instructional support systems?
Can our college students relate to adults?
Can they draw upon the services of accessible
adults to provide direct experiences for their
learners?
How is a quality learning environment provided?
Other literature investigated revealed that a number
of competencies for prospective teachers had been identified.

A brief review includes:

Bottoms (1972) listed six
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competencies for teacher certification requirements; Holloway (1973) identified 50 competencies for elementary and
junior high school teachers; Drier (1972) cited 16 career
development concepts to be used in teacher preparation;
Henry (1974) identified 17 teacher
tion competencies; McKinney, et al.

education

career educa-

(1975) assembled 105

goals with accompanying learning activities and strategies
for career education preservice education; the Department
of Public Instruction of North Carolina listed 26 cornpeten-

cies in career exploration; the Glassboro State College
developed a course outline that contained 18 modules developed around the practical and theoretical positions of
educational administration as they interface with the con-

cept of career education; the Florida State Department of
Education identified nine career education competencies
for teachers; eight basic guidance competencies for classroom teachers were identified by the Region X Four State
Project (1973); and Maddox (1972) reported on the MultiInstitutional Teacher Education Center (MITEC) which
emphasized the shared responsibility of public schools,
communities, students, the state department of public instruction and colleges and universities in providing continuous professional development of preservice and inservice teachers.

Before presenting the chapter summary any implication
that career education is strictly an American concept must
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In fact, Swanson (1972) reiterated that

be considered.

long before the term was utilized in the United States, the
Career Education movement in Europe began in Sweden with
the 1967 Swedish legislature reforming the entire educaAnd in 1969 the USSR established a compre-

tional system.

hensive career development system which was home, school
and industry based.

The following section, then, examines

the literature relative to international career education.

International Career Education
Lee (1973) reported that there is no teenage unern-

ployment in West Germany--none at all--because career emphasis dominates the entire system.

Lee stated that 57

percent of all German teenagers are enrolled in a "dual
system" involving joint supervision of the schools and an
employer.

Unlike the American education system, West

German students spend twelve hours a week in school and
thirty hours at the work site.

Also, the federal agency

plays the major role in West German career training-determining the number to be trained based on future
economic needs.

All learning in the West German system

relates to future use.

Hence employment is assured since

one learns skills which are needed by society and for
which positions are available.

Hoyt (1976) discovered in Rumania that virtually all
education has an occupational training component.

Like
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the West German system, the government limits openings in
higher education to the projected number of needed future
employees.

All education is free in Rumania and each stu-

dent is guaranteed a job regardless of skill level.

Hoyt

stated that the danger of the Rumanian education system is
that it emphasized production rather than education.

Holtmeyer (1975) pointed out that through practical
field experience coupled with academic study the USSR has
reported both success and failure.

Holtmeyer suggested

that American educators, prior to launching a full scale
change effort in American education, review the reevaluation efforts made by the Soviets.

Some of the failures

reported by the USSR were:
Too costly and time consuming,

Field centered personnel were indifferent to
groups of students,
Little experience actually gained,

Conceptual program ideas conflicted between
school and field base personnel,
Academic study suffered, and
Drop-out rate increased.

Swanson (1974) observed that Europe's strongest educational program was its focus on the older age group-the employed work force.

He pointed out that whereas in

the U.S. the career education school based model begins

with the elementary level, the European model begins at
the top (adults) and filters on down to the elementary
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levels.

He stated that in France workers have a right to

be retrained on a recurring basis without loss of earning
or without forfeiting their job.
typical in West Germany.

This type program is also

In England incentive grants are

available for those in training.

Dr. Swanson reported that

the school system places heavy emphasis on the unemployed,
the handicapped, and those in declining

occupations.

In

Sweden counselors serve both in schools and in labor
offices jointly.

Belding (1975) further explored the Swedish system
when he noted that government, education and business has
formed a career education trio known as P.R.Y.O. (Practical
Work Introduction).

The success o

the program is attri-

buted to the involvement of parents, teachers, counselors,
and businesses working together for the purpose of helping
the student to arrive at a wise choice.

Notably the coun-

selors serve as key functionaries in the smooth running of
the P.R.Y.O. program0

Though economic education dominates the European educational system, notably the strengths are in adult education and integration of parents, counselors, teachers and
community in assisting the decision-making role of the
student.

As Swanson (1972) stated, it is of no doubt that

a major influence from the world-wide scene of international career education has had a conceptual impact on
career education developments in the American education
system.
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Summary Statement

An examination of the literature has consistently and
urgently proposed that teacher training institutions develop and implement career education into teacher education.

Unfortunately, as the literature attested, very few

universities and colleges responsibie for the preparation
of teachers have internalized the need.

In most instances

the challenge to integrate the well-documented research on
career education concepts into preservice training programs
goes unheeded.

Leadership for career education is, stated

Hoyt (1975d) :

sorely needed now in meeting the inservice
education demands, in further developing and
refining the conceptualization of career
education, and in producing and disseminating both basic and applied research that is
germane to the testing and production of
hypotheses related to career education. Above
all else, the long run future of career education will be directly dependent on the willingness and ability of teacher education institutions to change preservice programs for educational personnel in ways that reflect the
career education emphasis in american education,

(p. 300)
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III.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This chapter deals with eight topics related to the
design of the investigation.
of the study,

(1) purpose

(2) design procedures, (3) hypothesis,

sample selection,
variable,

The topics are:

(5) the instrument,

(4)

(6) the dependent

(7) treatment, (8) statistical design.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine if a Career
Education Competency-Based Model of Instruction designed
for the on-campus portion of the Theory and Practicum program in the School of Education at Oregon State University
would produce a significant increase in students' concep-

tion of career education following the use of the model.
The study employed an analysis of covariance (pretestposttest) design.

Design Procedures
The Career Education Competency-Based Instructional
Model and the selection of the research instrument were
devised from an extensive review of the literature, investigation of state and local education agencies, visita-

tion to career education sites, written correspondence to
universities and state agencies in Oregon and throughout
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the country where there are organized efforts regarding
career education.

To determine the effects of the instructional treatment and to test the investigation's hypothesis, the following procedures were used:

Based upon random selection procedure, students
enrolled in the on-campus portion of the Theory
and Practicum II program at Oregon State University, Fall quarter, 1976, were assigned to treatment and comparison groups.
During the first week of classes, the pretest was
administered to both groups and the mean pretest
score was established as the covariant.
Once a week for a period of eight weeks the treatment group received the Career Education Competency-Based Instructional Model. The comparison
group did not receive the treatment.
Following the treatment period, the treatment and
comparison groups were given a posttest. The mean
posttest score for both groups was computed.
An analysis of covariance was utilized to determine if significant differences existed between
the group mean scores in terms of the effect of
the treatment.
Hypothesis

The design of the study tested one major hypothesis:
H0:

There is no significant difference between
the mean scores of the treatment and cornparison groups.

The function of the testing was to determine whether
or not the two group mean scores differed significantly in
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terms of the effect of the treatment on the level of importance of career education descriptive factors.
Sample Selection
Two groups assigned by a random computerized schedul-

ing procedure were utilized in the study to determine if
significant differences occurred between students who were
exposed to a career education competency-based instructional model and students who did not receive the treatment.

Theory and Practicum II section Ed 3llB consisting of
thirty-two students received the career education competency-based instructional model (treatment group).

Their

career education perspective scores were compared with the
career education perspective scores of thirty-six students
in Theory and Practicum II sections Ed 3llA and C who did
not receive the treatment (comparison group).

The matrix

for the sampling is indicated below in Table 1:
Table 1.

Participation

Sampling Matrix.

Treatment Group

Pretest

N=32

Use of Career Education
Competency-Based
Instructional Model

N= 32

Posttest

N=32

Comparison Group
N=36

N=36
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The Instrument

The instrument used for this study was developed by
Ashlock (1975).

The survey-questionnaire instrument con-

sists of seventy-two career education descriptive factors
abstracted from recent literature.

According to Ashlock

the research instrument was developed and completed as follows:

A total of 190 descriptive factors were initially
identified. The list of descriptive factors was
submitted to a jury panel of experts made up of
individuals in career education, vocational education, teacher preparation, and general education.
The panel eliminated any duplicate or ambiguous
statements and the result was a total of 103
These factors were subdescriptive factors.
mitted to nineteen individuals who had distinguished themselves as leaders in career educaFrom the results of this process a seventytion.
two item questionnaire was created using a modiThe final instrument was
fied Delphi technique.
field tested (Ashlock, 1975)
Upon completion of the above validation procedure, the
instrument was prepared in final form for data collection.

The research instrument measures responses relative to the
importance of each identified career education descriptive
factor.
form.

See Appendix A for the instrument in its final
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The Dependent Variable
The dependent variable for the study was the respondent's reaction to each of seventy-two items on a survey
questionnaire,

Respondents were asked to assign a score

based upon the following Likert-type scale:
The statement given has no importance as a descriptive factor of career education.

The statement given is slightly important as a
descriptive factor of career education.
The statement given is moderately important as a
descriptive factor of career education.

The statement given isosiderably important as a
descriptive factor of career education.
The statement given is very important as a descriptive factor of career education.

Treatment

The treatment for this study was a Career Education
Competency-Based Instructional Model.

As described by the

review of literature in Chapter II, there is a need to
integrate career education concepts into teacher education
programs.

For that reason, an instructional model to pro-

vide potential teachers a conceptual base for career education was developed and implemented into the on-campus portion of the Theory and Practicum II program at Oregon State
University, Fall term, 1976 (see Appendix B).

The teaching model consisted of learning packages
relative to Ashlock's (1975) study on career education
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descriptive factors and their implication for incorporation
into eight primary subject areas Theory and Practicum 110
The subject areas are:
ren,

(1) affective development of child-

(2) school as a social system,

(3) classroom behavior,

(4) cognitive development of children,
learning,

(5) instruction and

(6) cultural diversity, (7) career education, and

(8) reading0

Learning packages, comprised of an introduction, learning strategies, competencies, learning activities and learn-

ing resource material, were developed for each content area.

The treatment was administered once a week during
eighty minute class sessions covering an eight week period.

Statistical Design
An analysis of covariance (pretest-posttest) design
utilizing unequal cell sizes, was used for this study.

The

F statistic was selected as the appropriate tool for analyzing the research data.

As Courtney and Sedgwick (1972) des-

cribed it, the analysis of covariance is a procedure for
testing the significance of differences among means, accounting for the influence of uncontrolled factors in the experiment.

It combines the concepts of analysis of variance and

regression.

The pretest problem was involved with co-

variance analysis as it was used to adjust treatment means
of the dependent variable for differences in the independent variable.

For this study the pretest score was
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considered as the covariant factor and the posttest score
was the dependent variable.

The hypothesis was rejected

if the computed F value generated by the analysis was
greater than the tabular F value at the .05 level of significance.

If the computed F value was less than the tabular

F value, the hypothesis was retained.

To determine signif i-

cant differences, the critical F value at the .05 level of
significance with 1,65 degrees of freedom (df) is 4.00.

The

analysis of covariance is depicted in Table 2:
Table .2.

ANCOVA Layout. Arrangement.

Degrees
Source of
Variation

of

Freedom

Adjusted
Mean of
Sum of
Squares
Squares.

Between Group

1

A

A/i

Within (error)

65

B

A/65

Total

C

F

MSgrps/MSerror
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IV.

FINDINGS (ANALYSIS OF DATA)

The data presented in this chapter were obtained from
the pretest-posttest scores assigned to the level of importance of career education descriptive factors by respondents
in the treatment and comparison groups.

The detailed pro-

cedure, as well as statistical techniques for testing the
hypothesis and analyzing the data, is cited in Chapter III.
Results of Analysis of Covariance
The analysis of covariance (pretest-posttest) design
was employed to test the hypothesis that there was no significant differences in means between the treatment and
comparison groups.

The analysis of covariance adjusted

differences in pretest-posttest mean scores.

The pretest

score was considered as the covariant (independent) variable

and the posttest was the dependent variable for the study.
The F statistic was used in the analysis.

Table 3 shows the results of the analysis of covariance between the two groups.

The computed F value

generated by the analysis of covariance was 26.510 and the
tabular F value with degrees of freedom (df) = 1,65 at the
.05 level of significance was 4.00.

Since the computed F

value was larger than the tabular F, the null hypothesis
was rejected.

Table 3.

Analysis of Covariance Layout.
Adjusted

Source of Variation

df

XX

XY

YY

df

SS'

MS****

F

Group
1

48l2865

Error (within)

66

20,798908

Total

67

Treatment/Comparson

5.944135

7.3344096

lll76082

1

6.044752

16.331222

65

14.57446

;256U772., I3.378848

27.507304

66

20.518.581

*Factor X is pretest; pretest was used as the covariant
**Factor Y is posttest
= Sum of Squares
= Mean Square

5,944135
.224222

26.510
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Based on the results of the test item analysis, the
hypothesis was rejected at the specified level of significance as shown in Table 4.

With the critical F value at

the .05 level of significance with degrees of freedom (df) =
1,65 set at 4.00, the computed values for 57 of the 72 test
items were within the critical region; hence the null hypothesis was rejected for these items.

The null hypothesis

was retained for 15 of the 72 test items.

For all rejected

test items, the null hypothesis, that there was no significant differences among the means, was rejected at the specified levels.

Because the hypothesis was reiected, it can be assumed
that there was a significant difference between the mean
scores of the treatment and comparison groups.

As reflected

in Table 5, the treatment groups adjusted posttest mean
score of 4.16096 was significantly higher than the comparison group's adjusted posttest mean score of 3.50365.

In

addition, the treatment group experienced a significant unadjusted mean gain of .29069 from pretest to posttest at
the .05 level of significance, whereas the comparison group
did not gain significantly from pretest to posttest.

This

was concluded from a paired T test analysis of the data and
is reflected in Table 5.

It was assumed that the treatment

was effective in causing the significant mean score differerices to occur.
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Results of the Test Item Analysis.

Table 4.

Test
Item
No.
1.
2.

Computed
F
Value
10.425
2.798

3.

.065

4.

1.065
4.234
7.089
5.918
22,690
5.085
38.055
.560
5.618
1.479
6.817
14.877
9.209
5.601
6.021
13.964
10.343
5.659
8.503
1.906
10.258
3.633
4,217
2.489
5.754
11.396

5.

6.
7.

8.

9

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Decision
Rejected

Retained

X

x
x
x
X
X
X

X
X

X

x
X

x
X

x
x
x
x
X

X
X
X

x
X

x
X

x
X
X

x

.205

10,430
2.229
4,248
5.050
28.796
6.097

Test
Item

.05

X

x
X

X
X
X

No.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51,

52
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Computed
F
Value
2.469
15.122
10.808
4.087
3.370
8.258
14.869
22.279
5.178
19.179
8.448
6.762
4.353
2.070
14.343
16.855
12.282
14.712
6.915
13.890
12.431
30.328
18.393
17.920
12.008
15.069
21.438
12.350
13.895
9.060
24,374
7.433
5.761
22.852
3.297
.044

Decision
.05

Rejected

Retained

x
X
X
X

x
X
X

x
x
X
X

x
X

x
X
X

x
X

x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

x
x

Table. .5...

Group. Mean Scores. with Adusted. Po.s.tte.s.t Scores.

Mean X

Mn y**

Adjusted
Mean Y

32

3.95228

4.24297

4.16096

36

3.41928

3.43075

3.50365

Group

Observations

Treatment
Comparison

Unadjusted
Mean Score
Difference
.29069***
01147
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V.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions, implications and recommendations
stated in this chapter are based on a synthesis of the
literature review, and the development, implementation and
evaluation of the career education learning model presented

to oncampus Theory and PractIcum II students at Oregon
State University0

Conclusions

In consideration of the limitations of the investigation, the following are offered as conclusions:

Based on the significant differences among the
mean scores, the hypothesis was rejected.

The two groups

did not agree in their assessment of the level of importance of career education descriptive factors.

There was a significant increase in mean scores
by the treatment group as compared to the comparison group.
The treatment group gained significantly from pretest to posttest, whereas the comparison group did not gain
significantly.

Based on the review of literature, career education has not been an integral part of the teacher education
program.
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Implications

In some cases the study reaffirms implications generated by previous studies, and in other cases the implication is inherent to the information gathered in this investigation.

Based upon the results and the conclusions

cf this study, the investigator offers the following observations:

Most potential teachers do not have a conceptual
base for career education as a teaching-learning process.
Students in the comparison group of the study, as
compared to students in the treatment group, did not con-

ceptually develop the career education concept.
Students in the treatment group of the study, as
compared to students in the comparison group, showed conceptual development of the career education concept.
The Career Education Competency-Based Instructional
Model can serve as an effective input in the development of
teacher education curriculum for the learning of career
education concepts.

The career education instrument is an effective
device for measuring students' knowledge of career education.

Most current teacher education curriculums do not
provide fundamental knowledge in career education to preservice teachers.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are a result of the conclusions and implications given in the study:

This investigation was limited to the on-campus
portion of the Theory and Practicum II program and was
further limited to a time span of ten weeks.

It is recom-

mended that further studies investigate career education
instruction beginning in the field base portion, continuing
through the on-campus portion of Theory and Practicum II,
with further expansion of the concept occurring in Theory
and Practicum III and IV.

This investigation focused on career education
knowledge attainment of teachers in training.

Longitudinal

studies are recommended that would investigate the nature
of the impact teachers, who have received preservice career
education training, have on students in K-12 schools.
The human interaction element between instructor
and student is an integral facet of the career education
learning experience.

Therefore, to gain further informa-

tion on the model's effectiveness, it is recommended that
further studies investigate the affective domain effected
by the use of the instructional model.

This inquiry dealt with caucasian students and
faculty operating in a predominantly caucasian, middle
class environment.

It is recommended that further studies
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investigate the career education concept in a multicultural/
economic setting.
Based on the literature review, K-l2 school sys-

tems nationwide have by far outdistanced colleges and uni-

versities in conceptualizing, developing and implementing
the career education concept.

To prepare education person-

nel in training to adequately deal with this pace, it is
recommended that collaborative efforts between university
and school district personnel occur to insure comparative
career education teacher training.

This study, due to limiting parameters such as
environment, cultural bias, sample size, time restraints,
needs to be replicated to validate findings.

By acting upon these recommendations, the quality and
structure of teacher education programs could be improved
and, subsequently improve career education programs in K12 schools.
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APPENDIX A
CAREER EDUCATION INSTRUMENT
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Section

Name

Instructions for completion of the Questionnaire
In the space provided below, check
in the University.
(

)

Freshman

C

)

Sophoote

(

)

Jwiior

)

Senior

C

)

Post Baccalaureate

(

)

Graduate Students

(

(I)

the appropriate grade level you are

The following questions are included to provide an informational profile
of respondents:

2.

(

)

18-21

C

)

22-40

(

)

Over 40

Sex
C

) Female

C

) Male

For each item please circle the rating (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) which wst closely
represents your feelings as to the importance of the descriptive factor.
Here is an example:

Career Education:
1.

Enables the individual to recognize occupations
important to the community.

1

2

3

4

This person in marking the "5" rating felt the descriptive factor was
very important.

5)
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DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS OF CAREER EDUCATION
SURVEY INSTRUMENT

How important is each of the following
statement in describing Career Education?

a

1

5

Career Education:

Integrates traditional academic education
with vocational education.

12345
12345
12345

Incorporates the concept of an individual's entitlement to the educational
opportunities required for career selection, preparation, and advancement.

12345

Constitututes a new, vitalizing thrust in
education.
Places career development as the central
unifying element of education

Recognizes the centrality of careers in
shaping lives by determining or limiting
where individuals work, where they live,
their associates, and other dimensions
that are significant in defining the life

Improves overall pupil performance by
focusing basic subjects around a career
development theme.

12345
12345
12345

Ia a basic part of all education.

1

style.

Increases the student's txtjvation to
learn by relating his studies to the
vorid of work.

8.

2

3

4

5

Leads the individual through the progres-

11.

sive stages of career awareness, orientation, exploration, and preparation of
career development.

12343

Interrelates all the various dimensions
of education to the concept of career
education for all.

12 34

5

Is a return to the concept of education
as career preparation.

1

4

5

2

3
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Career Education:

Facilitates more rational and valid career
planning and preparation by its varied
choices offered.

-

345
345

Makes possible a vocademic (vocational
and academic) program.

12
12

Enhances academic preparation by making
learning relevant.

12345

Recognizes the urgent necessity of making
sure that every pupil is prepared through
education to find his place in society
and in the economy.

12

Incorporates varied learning experiences
imto the educational program of all
pupils

1

Introduces a new sense of focus in education.

Builds progressively the studentts knowledge and understar.ding of the world about
him.

May well provide the vehicle for revitalizing the American educational enterprise
and reestablishing its relevance and
credibility with society.
Makes possible a comprehensive educational
program focused on careers.
Allows youth to evaluate themselves.

Enables the individual to recognize that
the academic skills learned in elementary
schools have application to the world of
work.

Removes the assumed distinctions between
academic and occupational learning programs.

345
4

5

2

3

12

3

12

345

12
12
12

345
345
3

4

5

12345
12

345
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-.0

>.
U

U

C)

C)

I..

-

.

a

a

,.4
05

4

m

o

0

>S

0
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Career Education:

Provides for every person to make informed
choices as he develops his own career.

1

2

3

4

5

Encourages the recognition that peo,le do
not have the same interests or abilities.

1

2

3

4

5

ance.

1

2

3

4

5

Enables the individual to analyze the
changing nature of job opportunities in
terms of technology and the needs of
people.

1

2

3

4

5

Constitutes a major curriculum reform.

1

2

3

4

5

Establishes interrelationships among categories and disciplines to bring about the
total development of the individual.

1

2

3

4

5

Develops student attitudes about the
significance of work.

1

2

3

4

5

Enables the individual to recognize that
learning is a continuing process.

1

2

3

4

5

Iq,roves the vocational planning of students by providing a variety of work
opportunities.

1

2

3

4

5

Is wholly student oriented.

1

2

3

4

5

Enables the individual to achieve a
measure of success in his particular
role in life.

1

2

3

4

5

Affects every student and eithraces the
entire range of the school system.

1

2

3

4

5

Enables the individual to identify some
of the reasons why people work and to
differentiate between societal and individual needs in working.

12345

Explores interrelationships between attitude, ability, experiences and perform-
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Career Education:

Has educators, enlovers and young people
planning and operating the program.

12 345

Involves coping with all spheres of existence - work, leisure, intellectual developwent and social involvements.

12345

Is a new partnership in learning for life.

1

Enables the individual to analyze factors
relating to attaining and maintaining a

2

3

4

5

job.

12345

Reduces the discontinuity between childhood education and adult work.

1

Is the combined effort of public education
and comnunity to prepare the individual
for a meaningful and satisfying life.

12345

Dimishes the number of persons who hold
degrees but remain "uneducated".

1

Enables the individual to demonstrate an
awareness of the diversity of life styles
which exist and show positive feelings
about those that are different from his.

12345

Leads to employment, whether as farmer,
musician, plumber, or physician.

1

Allows a student to gain: (1) a full
educational preparation, (2) a broad
understanding of the world of work,
(3) social maturity, (4) a positive
resilient self-concept, (5) a familiarity with social problems as they emerge
from practical experience.
Enables the individual to identify the
akills which are basic to success in adult
life and in any job he might choose.

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

12345
12345
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Career Education:

Is based on the philosophy, like that of
the Creeks, which makes no distinction
between fine and applied arts - between
building a house and writing a poem.

1

Integrates learning and doing.

12 345

Increases motivation through a sense of
competence derived through experimentation in job skills.

12345

Stimulates the kind of educational program
in which every pupil can succeed.

12 34

5

2

3

4

5

Develops techniques and structures for
fostering self-direction and decision
making.

12345
12345

Permeates all levels of education.

1

2

3

4

5

Allows the student time to explore his
abilities, interests and attitudes, relate
them to career opportunities, and make
valid decisions regarding further education and/or work.

1

2

34

5

Is a current on-going process that is
primarily developmental in nature.

12 345

Gears the sequence of learning activities
to the student's individu.al interests and
abilities.

1

2,3

4

5

Facilitates learning in the broadest sense
to help the individual achieve effective
participation in all his life roles.

1

2

4

5

Develops the student's ability to gather
information and apply it in solving problems and making rational decisions.

12 345

Assumes that education is preparation for
life in which one chooses his own particular role.

12345

Increases one's adaptability to change.

3
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Career Education:

Should be mUversally accessible at all
levels.

i

2

3

4

5

world.

1

2

3

4

5

Demonstrates concern for the individual.

1

2

3

4

3

college bound youth and dropouts.

1

2

3

4

5

Is for all youth who would like their
education to be more relevant to life
outside the school.

1

2

3

4

5

Broadens yotmg people's career horizons.

1

2

3

4

5

Introduces a sense of purpose into education.

i

2

3

4

5

Provides a new way of orienting and deploying educational resources.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

educators and young people.

1

2

3

4

5

Is synonymous with vocational education.

1

2

3

4

5

Enables the community to reclaim its
crucial role in preparing young people

to live and work as effective social

beings in a complex, rapidly changing

Is for all - high and low achievers,

Helps the student to "find" a career by
choice not by chance.

The goal of career education is compre-

hensive learning, not vocational trainIng.
Involves en layers in a new alliance with
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APPENDIX B
A CAREER EDUCATION COMPETENCY-BASED
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
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Introduction to Learning Packages
These Career Education Competency-Based Instructional
packages are designed to enrich an already established
teacher education program.

The packages are to be con-

sidered as a guide to facilitate the preparation of education personnel for their roles and responsibilities to
career education.

The materials are suitable for both indi-

vidual and small or large group learning.

Content areas of

the Theory and Practicum II on campus program in which
career education concepts are integrated include:

(1)

School as a Social System, (2) Classroom Behavior, (3) Cognitive Development of Children,
ing,

(4) Instruction and Learn-

(5) Cultural Diversity, (6) Career Education,

(7)

Af-

fective Development of Children, and (8) Reading.
Each learning package contains three sections:

intro-

duction, learning strategies, and learning resource
material.

Comprising the introduction section is a

general explanation of the subject area, a conceptual
statement, an overall goal statement and the career education assumptions.

In the learning strategy section,

general descriptive career education factors accompanied by
related competency statements are given.

The cognitive and

affective study exercises are tied to the competency statement and range through the knowledge-analysis-evaluation
learning levels.

Reference materi..als are included in the
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learning resource material section.

Both the instructional

strategy and learning resource material for each unit primarily provides an awareness of career education concepts;
therefore, a comprehensive treatment of career education is
not included.

The format of the material brings together a variety
of documented competencies, learning strategies, and learn-

ing resource material for the learning of career education
concepts by the prospective teacher.
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Directions
(Note:

These directions apply to each of the learning
packages as they are introduced each week by the
instructor.)

The purpose of these materials is to provide the
learner with career education learning experiences as reThe

lated to the topical areas of Theory and Practicum II.

directions that follow are given to optimize your learning.
Review the several competencies listed for the
learning package.
Select a minimum of one competency from the total
listed.

To facilitate competency achievement, review and
select learning resource material given for each
competency.
Make group or individual arrangements needed to
meet competency requirement.
A minimum of eight competencies (one from each
learning package) are to be completed by the last
day of dead week. A written synoposis for each
competency is required.
The materials are intended to be self-instructional
for either individual, small or large group learning.

For

that reason the learner is encouraged to proceed at his or
her own pace.

As a suggestion, it is wise to complete the

competency selected for one learning package before proceeding to the next.
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LEARNING PACKAGE I

CAREER EDUCATION COMPONENT
OF

THEORY AND PRACTICUM II

98

Introduction

Career education is a concept, an approach to learning
that represents expanded options for students.

As such, it

attempts to place education in the mainstream of contempo-

rary society, rather than apart from it, and to develop the
school as a gateway to rewarding, self-fulfilling living0

Specifically, the career education learning material contained in this and other packages is:
.0.designed to capacitate individuals for their
several life roles; economic, community, home,
avocational, religious, and aesthetic.. .designed
for all students career education should be viewed
as lifelong and pervasive...career education is
systematic attempt to increase the career options
available to individuals and to facilitate more
rational and valid career planning and preparaThrough a wide range of school and comtion.
munity-based resources, young peopl&s career
horizons should be broadened...their selfawareness should be enhanced. (Goidhammer, 1972)

Career education assists young people in developing
their goals, recognizes a variety of learning styles, provides motivation for learning, contribute to greater involvement in the formal education experience.

Through its

methods and techniques career education seeks to provide a
pathway to an enlightened future for every individual, as
well as a functional basis for making necessary changes in
his future to reflect the requirements of a constantly
changing world (Career Education Matrix, 1973).
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Conceptual Statement
Career education cuts across all levels of teacher
education, is articulated throughout, and should not be considered in isolation at any one level (Oregon State University, School of Education Task Force, 1974).

Goal Statement
Career education is a developing concept that has the
potential to be the unifying vehicle to bring together the
sometimes diverse worlds of the vocational and the academic
fields of education.

Working within the framework of eight

clusters of descriptive factors, the Career Education component is integrated into the Theory and Practicum II subject areas of:

(1) affective development of children,

(2) cognitive development of children,
social system,

(4) instruction and learning, (5) reading,

(6) cultural diversity,
havior.

(3) school as a

(7) media, and (8) classroom be-

It is the focus of the learning packages to foster

the knowledge and comprehension of the concept at the Theory
and Practicurn II level.

Career Education Assumptions
1,

Career education is for all persons--including the

young and the old, the mentally handicapped and the intellectually gifted, the poor and the wealthy, males and
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females, students in elementary schools and in graduate
colleges.

Since "work" includes unpaid activities as well as
paid employment, career education's concerns, in addition
to its prime emphasis on paid employment, extend to the work
of the student as a learner, to the growing numbers of
volunteer workers in our society, to the work of the fulltime homemaker, and to work activities in which one engages
as part of leisure and/or recreational time.

The cosmopolitan nature of today's society demands
that career education embrace a multiplicity of work values,
rather than a single work ethic, as a means of helping each
individual answer the question, "Why should I work?"
An effective means of helping individuals discover
both who they are (in a self-concept sense) and why they
are (in a personal awareness sense) is through helping them
discover what they can accomplish in the work they do
Policy Paper, 1975)

(USOE

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Knowl edge/

Comprehension
Is for all--high and
low achievers, college bound youth and
dropouts

Leads the individual
through the progressive stages of
career awareness,
exploration, and
preparation of
career development.
Permeates all levels
of education.

Demonstrates concern
for the individual.
Affects every student and embraces
the entire range of
the school system.

Encourages the recognition that
people do not have
the same interests
or abilIties,

1.0 To enable the
learner to compre-

hend the career
education concept

Acquire a working definition of
career education by
discussing material
listed under learning resources.
1.1

1.1.1 Handout:
Career Education
Definitions

Communicates value
stance about the
meaning, scope and
function of career
education.

1.1.2 Read: Marland and Sidney.
Identifies forces
Career Education
Now. ERIC ED 042 041 that give impetus to
the career education
1.1.3 Handout:
movement
"What is Your Description of Career
Education"
1.1.4 AV Material:
(see listing)
1.1.5 Handout: Definitions and Philosophical Overview
of Career Education
Concepts

1.1.6 Handout: A
Conceptual Base for
Career Education by
Edwin Herr

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES
1.1.7 Read: Morris,
Van Cleeve. Philosophical Base of
Career Education
INFORMS Microfiche
Car.

Is a basic part of
all education.
Constitutes a new,
vitalizing thrust in
education.

1.1.8 Read:
Kahler, Alan,
A Philosophy for Career
INFORMS
Education.
Microfiche Card.

Integrates learning
and doing.

Identify major
goals of career
education by discussing related learning resource
material
1.2

1.2.1 Handout:
Desirable Outcomes
in Career Education
K-1 2

1.2.2 Handout: Concepts Inherent in
Conceptually Ideal
Career Education
Programs

1,3 Delineate basic 1.3.1 Handout:
Basic Concepts of
principles that
Career Education
underlie Career
Education by discus1.3.2 Handout:
sing related learnMatrix of Career
ing material.
Education Concepts

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES
1.3.3 Overheads:
Levels of Sophistication; Relationship
to School Curriculum

14 Identify forces 1.4.1
which give impetus
to career education
by developing a list
with explanation of
at least five major
factors that caused
its emergence
(Jacobs, 1974).

Read: Coleman, James. How the
Young Become Adults.
Phi Delta Kappan,
Dec. 1972; Herr,
Edwin. Synthesis
and Evaluation of
Career Education.
ERIC ED 109 508;
High, Sidney. A
National Perspective
on Career Education.
Journal of Research
and Development in
Education, Spring
1974; Swanson, Gordon I. Career Education. In Goldhammer and Taylor,
Career Education,
Merrill and Bobb
Pub., 1972

1.4.2 Handout:
"Conditions Calling
for Educational
Reform"

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS
Interrelates all the
various dimensicns
of education to the
concept of career
education for all.
The goal of career
education is comprehensive learning,
not vocational
training.

May well provide the
vehicle force revitalizing the
American educational
enterprise and reestablishing its
relevance and credibility with society.
Introduces a new
sense of focus n
education
Is a new partnership
in learning for
life.

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

1.5 See previous
Identify concepts, issues, prob- material
lems, and trends related to career education and then make
a presentation to
the class which will
describe the social
ills found in our
society for which
career education is
supposed to help
Explain some
cure.
of the possible
solutions available
through career education (Jacobs,
1.5

1974).

L6 By using a debate strategy, arrange for pros and
cons of career education to be discussed (Jacobs,
1974)

1.6.1 Review the
following references: Grubb, Norton and Lazerson,
Marvin. Rally
'Round the Work
Place: Continuities
and Fallacies in
Career Education.
Harvard Educational
Review, Nov. 1975;
Nash, Robert and
Agne, Russell

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATION OF
COMPETENCY

Career Education:
Earning a Living or
Phi
Living a Life
Delta Kappan, Feb
1973; LaDuca,
Anthony and Barret,
Career Education:
Program on a White
New York,
Horse.
Quarterly, Spring
1974.

Write an essay
that reveals the
strengths and weaknesses of career
education (Jacobs,
1.7

1.7.1 See previous
material

1974)

Application/Analysis
Recognizes the centrality of careers
in shaping lives by
determining or
limiting where individuals work, where
they live, their associates, and other
dimensions that are
significant in defining the life
style.

To enable the
learner to analyze
the career education
concept.
2.0

2.1 Analyze various
educational trends
which are emerging
as a consequence of
the efforts of
career education.

2.1.1 Read:
Hansen, Lorraine.
Orienting Prospective Teachers to
Career Education;
Career Education:
Teachers' Responsibilities.
ERIC ED
119 002/080 664;
Goidhammer, Keith
and Taylor, Robert.

Career Education

States, minimally,
five reasons justifying the existence
and need for career
education.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCIES

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES
Perspective and Promise. Merrill Pub
Co., 1972. AVA.

Essays_on Career
Education. Northwest Regional Education Lab., 1973.
2,2

Choose an arti-

cle which presents
opposition to the
career education
concept and write a
position paper to
counter each of the
arguments against
career education

2.2.1
above

See material

(Jacobs, 1974).
2.3 Interview some
high school dropouts
and determine their
reasons for leaving
school. Ask for
their suggestions
for improving the
school environment.
Report the findings
to the class (Jacobs

2.3.1 Read: Kroll,
Arthur M. Career
Education' s Impact

on Employability and
Unemployment: Expectations and
The
Realities.
Vocational Guidance
Quarterly, March
1976.

1974).

MacMichael, David.
Occupational Bias in
Formal Education, in

INDICATION OF
COMPETENCY

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCIES

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATION OF
COMPETENCY

Work and the Quality
of Life MIT, 1974,
Synthesis/Evaluation
Incorporates varied
learning experiences
into the educational
program of all
pupils
Provides a new way
of orienting and deploying educational
resources

3M To enable the

3l To recognize

3ll Review

learner to synthesize and evaluate
the concept of
career education as
an integral part of
education

methods of integrating career education
into teaching,
choose an approach
to career education
being used that relates to a major

various career education models

1974)

br (ref. above),
p. 209-271.

Achieves an understanding of the
interactive re1ation
ship between school
and community

The Oregon Way;
CCEM; Model in Elementary Education
Defines comprehenA Humanistic Apsive education
proach. Cross Frank
Develop obareaS
Merrill Pub. Co.
jectives and strate1974; and various
gies to achieve inmodels presented in
tegration (Jacobs,
Goidhammer and Tay-

From the mater- 3.2.1 See references listed above
ial studies above,
take a stand on the
following statement
either agreeing or
disagreeing with it:
"The career education concept is
viable." (Jacobs,
3.2

1974)

From the assigned readings,
write a discussion
3.3

3.3.1 See references listed above.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCIES

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATION OF
COMPETENCY

of those components
of career education
that seem

34 Wilte a brief
position paper on
why many of the high
school counselors
seem unable to give
sound advice to students other than
those on the traditional college preparation track
(Jacobs, 1974)

34.1

Review references listed above.
3,4.2 Handout: Excerpts on Counseling
and Guidance Ser-'
vices.
Read: 6th
Report, National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education
Counseling and Guidance, A call for
Change, 1972.
3.4.3

3.5.1 See referPrepare a
ences listed above
career education
rationale for a
secondary or elementary school (McKinney, 1975).
3.5

To enable
learners to make
reasonable career
choices by
4.0

Complete the
Career Analysis
exercises.
4.1

4.1.1 Handout:
Career Analysis
References:
Form.
Occupational Out-

IdentLfies possible

sources of uaining personal occupational information

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCIES
utilizing information sources.

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

relevant to stulook Handbook;
D.O.T.; Encyclopedia dents educational
of Careers; etc
area.

4.1.2 Complete
C.I.S. program
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LEARNING PACKAGE II

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
OF CHILDREN COMPONENT OF

THEORY AND PRACTICUMII

111

Introduction

Affective behavior is that which deals with a persons
attitudes, beliefs and feelings.

Through integration with

many aspects of the affective development component of the
professional preparation program, career education becomes
an integral part of the learning experience.

In all stages of life there are decisions to be made
and challenges to be met which, while ostensibly related
to only one area of life, cannot be made in isolation from
the other life roles; they are inextricably interwoven
(Jackson, 1971).

No individual makes any decision from a

frame of reference other than his total personality (Barry
and Wolfe, 1962)

Taking one aspect of career education--the world of
work--man, in order to operate at his optimum level, to be
fully functioning, the vocational aspects of his life must
be congruent with the other facets of his life (Smith,
1973).

Further, from the review of literature, explora-

tion takes place in these various life roles, occurring in
both the cognitive and affective domains.
The primary intention of introducing career education
concepts in this component is directed toward the explora-

tion of the students' own perceptions of the effects of
work on the individual, the effects of an individual's
work on society, and perceptions of himself as related to

12
the various life roles he participates in (Smith, 1973).

The career education competencies, learning strategies and resources provided in this learning package are
presented as a means to gain valuing experiences pertaining to career education concepts.

C'neptual' Statement
Understanding the role of the teacher and other influential environmental factors affecting the formation of
students

attitudes, and values is of paramount importance

in the training of both elementary and secondary education
prospective teachers.

Goal State1Tnt
It is the purpose of the affective development segment
of the professional preparation program to enable the pro-

spective teacher to become aware of what subjects, activities and organizations in schools allow for the attaining
of certain beliefs, values, and attitudes of students.

And, similarly, to provide the preservice teacher an opportunity to investigate his/her own values.

Caeer Education Assumptions
1.

An effective means of helping individuals discover

both who they are (in a self-concept sense) and why they
are (in a personal awareness sense) is through helping
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them discover what they can accomplish in the life roles
they play.

Protection of the individual's freedom to choose-and assistance in making and implementing careers deci-

sions--are of central concern to career education.

Both one's career and one's education are best
viewed in a developmental rather than in a fragmented
sense (USOE Policy Paper, 1975).

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCIES

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Knowledge!
Comprehension
Is for all youth who
would like their education to be more
relevant to life
outside the school.

Enable learners
to identify educational statements as
to whether they are
affective or cogni1.0

1.1 Distribute edu- 1.1,1 Handout:
cational statements List of educational
to be identified as
statements
or
either afie
cognitive.

Identifies the affective domain of
learning.

tive,
1.2 Identify a
positive attitude
and determine behaviors a person
would exhibit if he
had this attitude.

Increase the students motivation to
learn by relating
his studies to his
life roles.

1.2,1 Read" Silberman.
"Defense
and Growth" P. 4351; "Self Concept:
Producer of Experience" p. 39-61.

Write at least 1.3.1 Handout:
two affective state- List of affective
ments and describe
statements.
how they would best
be evaluated.
1.3

Enable learners
to identify and
understand the differences in working
2,0

relationships as-

sociated with
various occupations
(Region X, Project
IV 1975)

To become aware 2.1.1 Handout:
Role Playing Comof communication
techniques which en- munication Dyads.
hance or block working relationships,
participate in roleplaying communication dyads.
2.1

Demonstrates under-

standing and use of
communication
skills in various
role relationships.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
CO4PETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

NDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Application/Analysis
Allows youth to
evaluate themselves
Enables the individual to recognize
that learning is a
continuous process.

Enable learners
to identify and
clarify personal
values in relation
to their career development (Region
X, Project IV,
3.0

3.1 To show evidence that value
tests have no right
or wrong answers but
show learner beliefs,
complete the Forced
Value test,

1975)

Assumes that education is life, particularly that it
should relate to the
learners life roles.
Facilitates learning
in the broadest
sense to help the
learner to achieve
effective participa- 4.0 Enable learners
tion in each life
to acquire and apply
role.
decision-making
skills through value
clarification exercises (Region X,
Project IV, 1975).

3,2 Participate in
awareness of self
and others in occupations exercise.

3,1.1 Handout:
Force Value Test.
3.1.2 Read: Hopkins, Bruce. The
Self Concept and
Career EducationS
INFORMS, 1975.

Achieves an in-

creased awareness
of "self" by developing an understanding of interests,
aptitudes and responsibilities to
self and others.

3,2.1 Handout:
Values and Occupations.

3.3 Participate in 3.3.1 Handout:
School and Community Community Visitaexercise.
tion.

4.1

Respond to the
situation described
on the handout.

4.1,1 Handout:
Decision of a New
Teacher.

4.2 Respond to a
decision-making
skills exercise.

4,2.1 Handout:
Pete's Day exercise
4.2.2 Handout:
Somebody Ripped Of f
My Opportunity
exercise.
4.2.3 Handout:
Alice's Dilemma
exercise.

Demonstrates the
ability to make
decisions related
to careers and selfsatisfaction.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
CONPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

4.3 Participate in
a value clarification exercise to
understand what is
valued in relation
occupational choice.

4.3.1 Handout:
Work Value Continuunt.

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

to one's

Synthesis/Evaluation
Enables the learner
to demonstrate an
awareness of the
diversity
of life roles which
exist and show positive feelings about
those that are different from his.

5O To explore,
clarify and question one's values,
prejudices, emotions in a variety
of interpersonal
settings.

5i.l Handout:
5.1 Demonstrate
that many issues re- Value Clarification
exercise
quire thoughtful
consideration by
responding to a
values rank order
questionnaire.
5.2 To understand
the influence of
values in grading
students, the folio
ing exercise is to
be used.

5.2.1 Handout:
"Grades" exercise.

5.3 Participate in
a learning exercise
concerning societal
vs personal values.

5.3.1 Handout:
"Slavery" exercise.

Learners
clarify what is important to them by
5.4

5.3.2 Handout:
"Who Was Really Responsible exercise.

5.4.1 Handout:
The Miracle Worker
exercise.

Demonstrates an
understanding and
appreciation for the
value of work, continual learning,
the arts, leisure
qualities of life
in achieving social
responsibility and
self-satisfaction.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

__________________________________________

responding to the
following exercise.
5.5.1 Handouts:
5.5 Discuss handouts on the Process Process of Valuing
of Valuing and Value and Value Prejudice.
Prejudice.
5.6 Participate in 5.6.1 Selected
Values Clarification exercises from Simon
etal. Values
exercises.
Clarification, Hart
Publishing CoO,
1972.

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY
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LEARNING PACKAGE III

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM
COMPONENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II
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Introduction

Perhaps one of the most discussed issues among educators is defining the purpose of school.

John Dewey, for

example, viewed education as a social process and the
school as a social institution directed to present living
rather than as a preparatory one.

It may be argued that,

though knowledge centered, schools unavoidably teach the
learner indirectly, as well as directly, about the social
process.

Schools are social systems enculturating and
socializing students in numerous ways. Students
may learn more from the unwritten, or implicit,
curricula of a school as from that which is explicitly stated, yet many teachers are unaware
of these considerations (e.g. a student who is
punished for cheating may be learning more
about teacher authority than the ethical issues
involved, such as honesty).
Teachers ought to
grapple with larger issues of purpose, such as
thinking about the culture at large, about community, about schools, about others, and about
oneself.
(Dale, 1975)
Combs

(1973)

observed that prospective teachers tend

to teach like they have been taught.

Combs made a tenta-

tive conclusion that teacher educators are models themselves upon which the new prospective teacher bases his
teachings

As Dale pointed out:

.most teacher preparatory programs seem to
focus upon the acquisition of technocartic
skills, yet teachers teach what they do as
they do primarily as a result of who they are
and how they feel about themselves and others.
These feelings are part of a process of
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cultural validation in schools in which some
norms are reinforced and other potential
norms are rejected.
The primary intention of introducing career education
in this component is to address the experience of students
and the relevancy of curriculum.

Essentially career educa-

tion attempts to bring together both the direct and indirect experiences of the learner.

The career education competencies, learning strategies and resources provided in this package are presented
as a means for the prospective teacher to gain insight into
the effective use of career education as a vehicle in guiding the role of schools in the lives of the learner.

Conceptual Statement
The teacher candidate should possess knowledge of the
school as an institution and the school's role as an agent
in continuous interaction with an evolving culture (Oregon
State University, School of Education Task Force Report,
1975).

Utilizing concepts and principles from various

disciplines, this component explores the purpose of
schools in terms of social structure and setting peculiar
to schools as institutions.

Goal Statement
It is the purpose of the school as a social system
segment to enable the prospective teacher to develop an
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analytical approach to schools as operating organizations.

What purposes do schools fulfill?
behavior?

How do schools organize

What do schools do to people?

These questions

and others serve as a stimuli for the prospective teacher
to reflect on the school as a social system (Oregon State
University, School of Education Task Force Report, 1975).
Career Education Assumptions
Both one's career roles and one's education are
best viewed in a developmental rather than in a fragmented
sense.

The learners personal value system is developed to
a significant degree during the elementary school years
and are modifiable during those years
Life roles development can be expected to increase
in realism as one moves from childhood into adulthood and,
to some degree, to be modifiable during most of one's adult
years.

Decision-making is accomplished through the dyna-

mic interaction of limiting and enhancing factors both
within the individual and in his present and proposed environment (USOE Policy Paper, 1975).

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COIYIPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
CONPETENCY

Knowledge/
Comprehension
Enhances academic
preparation by making learning rele-

1.0 To enable
1.1 Discuss relearners to document source material.
the need for career

vant.

education through an
analysis of the history and philosophy
of education (Even,

Stimulates the kind
of educational program in which every
pupil can succeed.
Introduces a sense
of purpose into
education.
Establishes interrelationships among
categories and
disciplines to bring
about the total development of the
individual.

(1975)

1.1.1 Read: Herr,
Edwin.
Conditions
Calling for Educational Reform. ERIC
ED 109 508; An
Introduction to
Career Education. A
Policy Paper, USOE,
1975; Hansen,
Lorraine.
TECE.
ERIC ED 107 390.
1.1.2 Handout:
Eleven Conditions
Calling for Educational Reform.

Recognizes that
career education addresses major issues
in education
Identifies career
education as a means
to total human development

States examples of
how schools have
potential effect on
negative/positive
self concepts of
children (Dale/
Kline, 1974)

1.1.3 Handout:
Career Education
Programatic Assumptions.

1.1.4 Handout:
Some Career Education Goals

Application/Analysis
Incorporates varied 2.0 Enable learners 2l Become aware of 2.1.1 Collect trash Addresses educational
concerns that go befrom classrooms,
learning experiences to be reflective,
value positions,
yond the schooling
analyze, discuss
into the educational questioning
cultural factors
process.
(Dale, 1974)

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

program of all
learners

LEARNING STRATEGY

inquirers into the
process of schooling
and education as reInvolves coping with lated to life roles
spheres of exis(Kline, Dale, l974)
tence, work, leisure
intellectual development and social
involvement.

affecting behavior
and ways schools enculturate children,
by participating in
an archeological dig
exercise (Kline/Dale

Facilitates learning
in the broadest
sense to help the
learner in all his
life roles.

2.2

1974)

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

2.1.2 Handout:
Sabotage
2.1.3 Read:
Brunetti, Geralth
Career Education,
CBTE, and the Poli-

tics of Chan.
ERIC ED 090 534.

Develop obser- 2.2.1 Handout:
vational skills and Observation Sheet
the importance of
clarity and specificity in describing
situations, by parti
cipating in an observation exercise
(Dale/Kline, 1974).

Synthesis/Evaluation

Allows youth to
3.0 Enable learners
evaluate themselves. to identify and understand ways in
Enables the indivi- which schools funcdual to identify
tion as agents of
some of the reasons cultural transmiswhy people work and sion and socializato differentiate be- tion (Dale/Kline,
tween societal and
1974). How one's
individual needs in life roles are mainworking.
tained, established.

3.1 Discuss the
role of the school
in developing independent learning.
How do
Question:
schools limit student independent behavior?

The Recognizes examples
3.1.1 Handout:
Student as "Nigger" of the hidden
3.1.2

Read:

Thelen, Herbert A.
Dynamics of Groups
at Work. 1954.

agenda, curriculum
(e.g. competition,
intergroup conflict,
unobstrusive qualities of the school)
(Dale/Kline, 1974).
Identifies differences in work and
reasons why we work
()

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS
Enables the individual to demonstrate
an awareness of the
diversity of life
styles which exist
and show positive
feelings about those
that are different
from his,

May well provide the
vehicle for revitalizing of the 1ineri-

can educational
enterprise and reestablishing its
relevance and credibility with society.

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

LEARNING RESOURCES

and reasons why we
work both collectively and indiviudally.

To identify
some of the reasons
why people work and
to differentiate between societal and
individual needs in
working.
Discuss
the accompanying
resource material.
3.2

3.2.1 Handout:
Approaches to defining differences
3.2.2

Read:

Morris, Van Cleeve.
The Way We Work,
INFORM, Iowa, 1975.
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LEARNING PACKAGE IV
CAREER EDUCATION AND THE INSTRUCTION AND LEARNING
COMPONENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II
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Introduction

People learn at different rates, in different ways,
and in differing styles.

Learning experiences, therefore,

ought to be designed upon such factors.

Programs should

be based upon principles of learning, human growth and development.

We can no longer simply acknowledge differences

exist and continue to use non-congruent education practices.

Unlike many teacher education programs, both

elementary and secondary majors concentrate on becoming
teachers first and subject area specialists second (Oregon
State University, School of Education Task Force, 1975).
The professional use of instructional strategies, founded
upon adequate knowledge of learning theory and the learner,
is fundamental to the achievement of educational goals in
an institutional setting.

Thus, career education concepts, particularly utilizing career development theory in the teaching-learning
strategy, serve as a means in effecting individual growth
and development.

It is the primary purpose of this learning package to
assist the prospective teacher in gaining an awareness of
the relationship of career development theory with other
learning theories.

It is specially designed to show that

the career development thesis provides a framework for
relevant education.
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Conceptual Statement
The teacher's behavior must be founded on a sound
understanding of basic knowledge from professional education
theory and practice, the supporting disciplines, and upon a

recognition that all behaviors and knowledges are related to
one another (Oregon State University, School of Education
Task Force, 1975).

Goal Statement
It is the purpose of the instruction and learning seg-

ment of the professional preparation program to enable the
prospective teacher to select instructional strategies that

meet learner needs through correct applications of learning
theory of educational problems (Oregon State University,
School of Education Task Force, 1975).

Career Education Assumptions
The expertise required for implementing career
education exists in many parts of society and is not
limited to those employed in formal education.
2.

No single learning strategy exists that is best

for all students.

A comprehensive educational program

should provide a series of alternative learning strategies
and learning environments for students.
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If students can see relationships between what
they are being asked to learn in school and life roles,
they will be motivated to learn more in school.

Since both one's career and one's education extend
from the preschool throughout the retirement years, career
education must also span almost the entire life cycle.

Both one's career and one's education are best
viewed in a developmental sense rather than in a fragmented
one.

Career development, as part of human development,
begins in the preschool years and continues into the retirement years.

Its motivational patterns differ from indivi-

dual to individual (USOE Policy Paper, 1975)

CAREER EDtJATI0N
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Knowledge!
Comprehension
Is a current ongoing process that
is primarily developmental in
nature

LO To enable the

learner to understand the role of
career development
theory as related
to educational
Leads the individual needs of students
through the pro(Hansen, 1975).
gressive stages of
career awareness,
orientation exploration, and preparation of career development.

1.1 Review and discuss career develop-

ment as the basis
for career educa-

1.1.1

Handout:

Career Development
Overview.
1.1.2 Handout:
Career Development
Education.

tion.

Identifies career
development theory
as a viable instructional strategy.

Recognizes that
career development
is the central
1.1.3 Read: Hansen, unifying element of
all education.
Lorraine. Career
Development: A
Basis for Career
Education.
ERIC ED
119 002.

1.1.4 Handout:
Major Career Development Goals.

The goal of career
education is comprehensive learning,
not vocational
training.

1.1.5 Handout:
Attitudes and the
World of Work.
1.1.6

Handout:

Forces and Factors
Influencing Career
Choice.
1,2

Complete self-

evaluation instrument.

1.2.1 Handout:
Self Evaluation Form

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY
1.3 Discuss the
historical role of
career development
plays in unifying
career education.

LEARNING RESOURCES
1.3.1

See 1.1.3

Choose a career 2,1.1
education topic and
prepare/implement a
lesson plan that involves community re-

Community

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Application/Analysis
Recognizes the centrality of careers
in shaping lives by
determining or
limiting where individuals work, where
they live, and other

2,0 To enable
learners to identi-

2.1

Understands that
career education is
fy community renot limited to the
sources as an
school setting.
integral part of
That it encourages
the career education sources.
the cross-utilizaconcept.
tion of personnel
dimensions in def in2.2 To discover the 2.2.1 Handout:
and facilities in
ing the life style.
intracies and reSituational Exercise the community.
lationships among
Lifestyle and Career
Explores interrelalife roles, personal
tionships between
life style and occuability, attitude,
pational choice,
experiences and perparticipate in
formance
exercise 2.2.1.
Improves overall
pupil performance
by focusing basic
subjects around a
careers development
theme

2.3.1 Handout:
To become
aware of personal
Situatona1 Exercise
lifestyle and career
choice, conduct a
group discussion
keying on what a
person could do for
a living that supports his lifestyle.
2.3

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

To provide in- 24.l Handout:
formation on how
Supervisory Bthav1or
interpersonal tech- Worksheet
niques effect working relationships
conduct a group discussion on explaining and identifying
behavioral expectations for a person
in a supervisory
2.4

role.

Synthesis/Evaluation
Incorporates varied
learning experiences
into the educational
program of all
pupils
Provides a new way
of orienting and
deploying educetional resources.

3.1 Review and disTo enable
learners to recogcuss accompanying
nlze that learning
resource material.
is continuous occurring in and outside
of school.

3.0

3.1.1 Read:
Rogers, Carl.
The
Facilitation of Significant Learning;
Bruner, Jerome.
Educational Leadership; TenPas, Henry.
Relating Academic
and Vocational Education.
All 1973

Recognize that education Is more than
schooiing.
That
learning is a con
tinuous process.
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LEARNING PACKAGE V
CAREER EDUCATION AND THE CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR
COMPONENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II
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Introduction

The process leading to a healthy self-concept involves
learners in the discovery and exploration of their various
life roles.

To explore their role at home, work, school,

in social activities and within the community is essential
to the learners total development.

Though conflicts occur

among the life roles of the learner, the degree to which he
is provided with the opportunity to understand these conflicts and find ways to resolve them, is closely tied to
his leading a self-fulfilling life.

A professional preparation program which includes the
classroom behavior component addresses the need for prospec-

tive teachers to conceptualize the importance of providing
purposeful, relevant classroom experiences for each learner,
This will thereby provide an atmosphere of enhancing the
growth process of the learner and, ideally, minimize classroom dissatisfactions.

Infusion of career education con-

cepts into this component provides a meaningful relationship between student life roles and the school experience.

Conceptual Statement
Individuals must be assisted toward knowledge of the
self

Each learner is to encounter sufficient learning

experiences in the various life roles to permit total human
understanding.

The learner should be provided with both
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informational input and experience which will help him to
approach concrete realism in a school setting.
Goal Statement

It is the purpose of the classroom behavior segment of
the professional preparation program to enable the prospective teacher to seek, produce, select, utilize, and evaluate
classroom procedures for greater student learning and development.

Career Education Assumptions
If students can see relationships between what
they are being asked to learn in school and the various
life roles they will be motivated to learn more in school.
The same general strategies utilized in reducing
worker alienation in industry vis a vis meaningful roles,
can be used to reduce student alienation in the classroom0
By infusion of career education concepts students
understand, accept and respect their own uniqueness and
self worth as a result of learning, growth, and motivation.

Students will understand that he has responsibility to himself and others as a result of career education
implementation into the curriculum (USOE Policy Paper,
1975)

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Knowledge/
Comprehension
Is for all youth who 1.0 To enable
learners to develop
would like thciLr
education to be more a knowledge of
intergroup/indivirelevant to life
outside the school. dual differences in
motives, attitudes,
Increases the stuvalues, and social
dent's motivation to norms.
learn by relating
his studies to life

Discuss/describe possible
causes of conflict
situations in interpersonal relations
(e.g. value and belief differences,
miscoinmunication or
opposing goals).

1.1.1 Handout:
Maturity Scale

roles.

1,2 Role play examples of authority
conflict situations
in the school
(teacher-student,
teacher-teacher,
teacher-administrator, etc.). Discuss the effect/in-

1.2.1

1.1

L1.2 Review
material and exercises for Improving
Interpersonal Relations.

Role play

fluence that indivi-

dual differences of
opinion have on educational planning
and careers.
Conduct a dis- 1.3.1 Handout:
cussion on relevancy Motivation Influencing Career Choice.
of schools to the
life roles.
Questions to be used to
1.3

Recognizes the diversity of life
styles which exist

Demonstrates

concern
for individuals.
Identifies career
education as relevant to learner
needs. That it
introduces a sense
of purpose into education.

Recognizes that
career education is
learning in the
broadest sense which
involves the learner
in all his life
roles.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY
stimulate group are:
(1) what makes a
(2) disgood life?
cuss general reasons
for absenteeism from
work and school,
(3) what provides
people pride in
themselves? (4) How
do people choose
careers?

LEARNING RESOURCES
1.3.2 Handout:
Self-Profile.
1.3.3 Handout:
Life Roles.
1.3.4 Handout:
"Can I Live with
This?"
Handout:
Assessment of
Class Climate.
1.3.5

1.3.6 Handout:
Comb's Eight Qualities of a Good
Teacher

1.3.7 Handout:
Classroom Atmosphere.

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY
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LEARNING PACKAGE VI

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
OF CHILDREN COMPONENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II
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Introduction

Cognitive behavior is a part of all purposive or goal
It refers to conceptual, perceptual and

directed behavior,,

motor processes (Patterson, 1966).

Learning programs that

are based on the cognitive and psychological needs, interests and goals of the learner facilitate a desirable
learning experience.

The learner brings to every learning

situation a set of attitudes and values which affect his
ability to utilize the material being taught.

Recognizing

the interrelatedness of knowledge, attitudes and values in
the teaching-learning process provides a wholistic approach
to learning, and managing the individuals self-concept becomes integrated with the learning experience.

The primary focus of this teaching component is to
enable the learner to enlarge his conception of the nature
of the cognitive development process and its application to
life roles.

The career education competencies, learning strategies and resources provided in this learning package are
presented as a means to gain personal experience pertaining
to cognitive development and career education.

Conceptual Statement
Cognitive development theory assumes that the growth
of thought is linked with the development of all life
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functions and their continual maintenance,

Furthermore,

cognitive achievements are seen as being applicable to the
definition of other life functions (Lugo and Hershey,
1974)

Goal Statement
It is the purpose of the cognitive development segment of the professional preparation program to enable the
learner to:

(1) comprehend concepts of cognitive develop-

ment and the cognitive process,

(2) clarify the learners

position concerning working with students directing learning, and (3) develop skills to assist learners in their
cognitive development.

Career Education Assumptions
Decisions individuals make about the "work" they
do are considerably broader and more encompassing in nature
than are decisions made regarding the occupations in which
they are employed.

Career development includes progressive states of
educational and occupational experiences.

While some persons will find themselves able to
meet their human needs for accomplishment through work in
their places of paid employment, others will find it necessary to meet this need through the work they do in other
life roles.
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Stereotyping hinders full freedom of careers
choice both for females and for minority persons.

These

restrictions can be reduced, to some extent, through prograxnmatic intervention strategies begun in the early childhood years.

Basic academic skills, a personally meaningful
set of work values and good work habits represent adaptability tools needed by all persons who choose to work in
today's rapidly changing technological society (USOE Policy
Paper, 1975)

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Kriowleclge/

Comprehension

Allows a student to
gain:

(1) a full
educational preparation, (2) a broad
understanding of the
world of work, (3)
social maturity, (4)

To enable
learners to identify
educational statements as to whether
it is affective or
cognitive (Ryan,
1.0

1974)

a positive resilient
self-concept, (5) a
familiarity with
social problems as
they emerge from
practical experience
Builds progressively
the stu&nt's knowledge and understanding of the
world about him.
2.0 To enable
learners to identiIncreases one's ad- fy/develop selfaptability to change evaluation skills
for career awareness
exploration and
preparation.
Application/Analysis
Integrates learning
and doing.

To enable
learners to acquire
and apply decision3.0

Identify cogni- 1.1 Handout: List
tive statements from of educational
a list of educational statements.
statements.
1.1

Write at least
two cognitive statements and describe
how they would be
evaluated.
1.2

Identifies the cognitive from other
learning domains.

1.2.1 Handout:
Cognitive Statements

Six
1.2.2 Handout:
Strategies for Measuring Cognitive
Ability.
1.2.3 Handout:
Examples of Behavioral Terms for
the Cognitive Domain

Experience per- 2.1.1
cise.
sonal input/output
of the Computer Information System.
2.1

C.I.S. exer-

Identifies variables
relevant to making
an occupational
choice.

3.1.1 Handout: "Mr. Recognizes the essenTo understand
tial elements of
that decision-making Peterson' s Dilemma"
effective decisionincludes responsible
3.1

CARRER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

making skills (ReProvides for every
person to make ingion X, Project IV,
formed choices as he 1975)
develops his rwn
career.

Develop techniques
and structures for
fostering selfdirection and decision-xnaking

Develops the student's ability to
gather information
and apply it in
solving problems and
making rational
decisions.
Gears the sequence
of learning activities to the student's individual
interests and
abilities.

LEARNING STRATEGY
action in identifying alternatives as
related to life
roles, select one
of the following
exercises

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

making and its
Handout:
Riverside Elementary application to life
roles.
School.
3.1.2

3.1.3 Handout:
Position Paper:
Guide to Decisionmaking.

3.1.4 Handout:
Guide to Self-Understanding for Decision-making
3.1.5 Handout:
Decision-making process.
3.1.6 Handout:
Decision-making
Strategies.

3.1.7 Handout:
Guest Consultant.
3.1.8 Handout:
Mike's Day.
3.1.9 Handout:
Situational Problem.

Identifies a process
of gathering information and applying
it in solving problems and making
rational decisions

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACIORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Synthe si s/Eva]. uation

Incorporates varied
learning experiences
into the educational
program of i1
pupils,

4.0

To enable
4.1 Discuss related 4.1.1 Read:
learners to undsrmaterial.
McGrath, Earl.
stand and appreciate
Careers, Values and
the relationship of
General Education.
work, continual
Journal of Liberal
learning, the arts
Education, Oct.
The goal of career
and leisure in
1974.
education is compre- achieving social
hensive, not vocaresponsibility and
Smith, Ralph A
The
tional training,
self-satisfaction.
Arts, Cultural Services, and Career
Establishes interEducation.
Journal
relationships among
of Aesthetic Educadisciplines.
tion, October, 1973.
Butts, Freeman.
The
Search for Purpose
in American Education.
Today's Education, March-April,

1976.

Recognizes that
career education
integrates traditional academic education with vocational education.
Understands that
career education
interrelates all the
various dimensions
of education.
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LEARNING PACKAGE VII

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE CULTURAL DIVERSITY
COMPONENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II
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Introduction

Proper education of the teacher will lead her/
him to examine his/her own human prejudices
generally and specifically, racial prejudices,
and it will discipline him in the technique of
handling problems of interpersonal relations
that arise from racial prejudice in his stu(Smith, 1969).
dents and their parents.
Empathy is perhaps the best term that summarizes the
universities' basic premise for effective teacher preparation (Scmitt, 1973).

"We must realize that we cannot

really have individual freedom and self-development until
we cultivate sincere respect for difference" (Gordon,
1970)

It is imperative that attitudinal changes become the pinnacle for effective preparation
of teachers serving culturally different populations. Acceptance, respect, compassion,
understanding, and empathy are foremost attributes with pedagogical skills representing
(Schmitt, 1973)
secondary attributes.
Conceptual Statement
Cultural diversity is a reality!

Today's teacher

needs to be open, aware, and sensitive to the unique cultural, linguistic, and environmental needs of the student.

A recognition of and respect for the human differences and

needs whch exist within our pluralistic society will enable a teacher to better understand and help the poor, the

disadvantaged, and the handicapped student each reach
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their potential.

The concept of cultural diversity allows

for individual student differences and permits a teacher to
incorporate into the existing course of study learning experiences which are meaningful and productive for all students (Oregon State University, School of Education Task
Force Report, 1975).

Goal Statement
The purpose of the Cultural Diversity component in the
teacher preparation program is to enable the prospective
teacher to not only become aware of the culturally dif-

ferent learner, his values, his diet, dress, language, and
his lifestyle, and to examine different concepts in educational programming which have been successful in educating
the culturally different student, but while to give evidence
of behaviors indicative of future attainment of cited goals
in the university program (Oregon State University, School
of Education Task Force Report, 1975).

Career Education Assumptions
1.

Career education is for all persons--including the

young and the old, the mentally handicapped and the intellectually gifted, the poor and the wealthy, males and f e-

males, students in elementary schools and in graduate
colleges.
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Excessive deprivation in any aspect of human
growth and development can retard career development.

For

persons suffering such deprivation, special variations in
career development programs will be required.

Ones style of living is significantly influenced
by the various life roles she or he engages in at various
times in life.

The basis on which work can become a personally
meaningful part of one's life will vary greatly from individual to individual.

No single approach can be expected

to meet with universal success (tJSOE Policy Paper, 1975).

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

EARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

Knowledge/
Comprehension

Affects every student and ethbr'ces

the entire range of
the school system.

To enable
learners to understand the unique
personal, family
community, social
1.0

Discuss terms
related to cultural
diversity.
1.1

Determine the
idealogies, beliefs,
Is wholly student
and economic problems of the cultural and values actually
oriented.
ly diverse student
professed by
(Tuckman, 1969).
Incorporates the
minority groups.
concept of an indiDiscuss resource
vidual' s entitlement
material.
to the educational
1.2

opportunities re-

quired for career
selection, preparation, and advance-

1.1.1 Handout:
Glossary

1.2.1 Films:
listing.

See

Becomes aware of the
personal, cultural
differences of
various minority

groups.
Handout:
Describes several
Brief History of
Four Minority Groups culturally different
population groups,
giving examples of
1.2.3 Handout:
values and hf eCultural Diversity
styles, which differs
Inventory.
markedly from the
majority group (OSU
1.2.4 Handout:
2½merican Nightmare.
Task Force, 1975).
1.2.2

ment.

1.2.5 Handout:
Dawes Act.

The

1.2.6 Handout:
Racial Lunacy.

Analysis/Application
Gears the sequence
of learning activities to the student's individual
interests and abilities.

To enable
learners to identify
economic, social,
religious, cultural
and academic influences that shape
the culturally
2.0

2.1 Attend social,
religious, cultural
and community activities of the minority populations
(Schmitt, 1973).

Interacts and visits
with members of the
source Agency Direc- culturally different
community (in class,
tory.
on campus, or in the
community (OSU Task
Force, 1975).
2.1.1-2.4.1: Handout: Community Re-

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS
Stimulates the kind
of educational program in which every
pupil can succeed.

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY
different (Schmitt,
1973).

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

2.2

Arrange field
trip visits to
various community
agencies for minorities.

2.3 Secure pertinent factors reqarding the basic
economy of the community.
2.4

Determine where
the minority youth,
i.e. migration pattern, college bound,
armed forces.
Synthesis/Evaluation
Incorporates varied
learning experiences
into the educational
program of all
pupils.

30 To enable learn- 3.1 Review and disers to identify
cuss learning reteaching styles and source material.
approaches that are
effective educational vehicles in work-

Encourages the recog- ing with the culnition that people turally different
do not have the same (Schmitt, 1975).

interests or abilities.

3.1.1 Read:
Davenport, Lawrence.
Career Education and
Minority Students.

Johnson, Roosevelt.
Black Agenda for
Career Education.

Recognizes that
career education
incorporates an educational plan for
all students based
on individual needs
and life roles.

Identifies reservaHandout: Per- tions by minority
ceiving, Behaving
groups concerning
and Becoming.
some purpose of
career education.
3.1.2

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES
3.1.3 Handout:
State Guidelines:
"Equal Educational
Opportunities'
Salem, Oregon.
3.1.4 Handout:
Reversing Bigotry
Language.

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY
Recognizes that
teaching strategies
vary in relation to
student needs,
That
a variety of learning methods facilitates learning.
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LEARNING PACKAGE VIII

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE READING COMPONENT
OF THEORY AND PRACTICUM II

Introduction
Harris (1975) stated:
in reading education, especially in our current concern for greater emphasis upon reading
in the content field at all levels, we should
welcome a curriculum reformation that makes
reading a more functional part of the educative
process

Harris asked, if educational experiences at all levels
can be made more meaningful, would not reading tasks become
more significant?

Career education and reading are intimate

friends for the one provides motivation for the other.

At the international reading conference held in Delaware, 1975, to explore the ramifications of career education and reading, virtually all contributors affirmed ex-

plicitly or implicitly that reading plays a central communication role in career education.

In summarizing the

conference addresses, Harris stated that reading "is indeed
a way cf learning that captures the essence of career education to help the student to learn to serve a useful role
in society while cultivating the mind and spirit."

Nix (1975) observed that life is a perpetual education process when a person has a habit of reading.

He went

on to say that "career education can be a major factor in
developing reading interests and skills in every student by
making reading attractive, rewarding and worthwhile."
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The focus of this component is to provide the teacher
in training an awareness of the significance of reading
relevance in the public schools.

Levin (1975) emphasized

this point when he said:

Career education subsumes the attainment of personal gratification not only through a sense of
achievement at dignified work, but through development of a broader humanistic involvement in
community affairs and the creative use of leisure
time.
Since the development of vocational and
intellectual skills pervades all subject areas,
the need for good reading skills is axiomatic.
Conceptual Statement
A basic knowledge and comprehension of terms used and
the development of skills and the possession of a positive
attitude in teaching reading in the public school system is
a necessary goal f or both elementary and secondary teachers
in preservice education.

The student should be provided

with both informational input and experiences which will
help him to approach concrete realism in a school setting.
Goal Statement

To introduce the preservice teacher to the basic and
fundamental terminology, procedures, techniques and assess-

ment skills necessary to an understanding of the reading
process.
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Career Education Assumetions
Protection of the individuals freedom to choose,

and assistance in making and implementing career decisions,
are of central concern to career education.

If students can see relationships between what
they are being asked to learn in school and their life
roles, they will be motivated to learn more in school.
No single learning strategy exists that is best
for all students.

For example, some learners will learn

best by reading books, and others will learn best by combining reading with other kinds of learning activities.

A

comprehensive educational program should provide a series
of alternative learning strategies and learning environments for students.

RelationshIps between education and work can be
made more meaningful through infusion into subject matter
than if taught as a separate body of knowledge (USOE Policy
Paper, 1975).

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

EARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETETCY

Knowledge/
Comprohens ion

Increases th
learners mofi-ation
to learn by relating
his studies to the
world of work.

To enable
learners to use
career education as
a vehicle for teaching reading relevance.
1.0

Is a basic part of
all education.
Enhances academic
preparation by making learning rele-

To emphasize
the need for relevancy as an essential factor in a
reading program,
read, "The Death o
Spring" (Project,
1.2

Application/Analysis

Facilitates learning
in the broadest
sense to help the
individual achieve
effective participa-

Recognizes that reading becomes meaningful when it is relevant to learner life
roles.

1975)

vant.

Interrelates all the
various dimensions
of education to the
concept of career
education for all.

1.1.1 Handout
Learners will
Cipher in the Snow.
understand that
reading skills are
tied to the selfconcept and all life
roles by reading and
discussing the
story, "Cipher in
the Snow" (Project,
1.1

1.2.1 Handout:
The
Death of Spring.

1975)

To enable
learners to analyze
reading materials
with a career education focus.
2.0

2.1.1 Handout:
Utilizing the
handout, discuss the Reading and Career
use of career educa- Education
tion concepts and
reading in developing lesson plans
2.1

(Project, 1975)
2.2.1 Handout:
Parable of the
sources in providing Strangers.
2.2 Emphasize the
use of community re-

The

Identifies the use
of career education
concepts in developing lesson plans.

CAREER EDUCATION
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS

CAREER EDUCATION
COMPETENCY

tion in all his life

LEARNING STRATEGY

LEARNING RESOURCES

INDICATORS OF
COMPETENCY

experiences in read- 2.2.2 Handout:
ing, language and
Moon Gazette Exerwriting.
cise.

roles.

Broadens youn:
people's career
horizons.
Synthesis/Evaluation
Is for all youth who
would like their
education to be more
relevant to life
outside the school,

To enable
learners to select
reading material
which encourage
their pupils to
think about life
3.0

Explores interrela- roles.
tionships among life
roles.

Discuss the
learning resource
material.
3.1

3.1.1 Read:
(selected chapters)
Nielsen, Duane.

Reading and Career
Education, ERIC ED
105 345.

Inter-

national Reading
Assn., Neward, Delaware, 1975.

Recognizes the dual
purpose of reading-for information and
recreation.
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